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FOREWORD

The Eleventh Annual Meeting of the IAEA International Working Group
on Past Reactors was held at the Palazzo dei Congressi, Bologna, Italy
from 17-20 April 1978.

The Summary Report (Part I) contains the Minutes of the Meeting.

The Summary Report (Part II) contains the papers which review the
national programme in the field of LMPBRs and other presentations at the
Meeting.

The Summary Report (Part III) contains the discussions on the review
of the national programmes.
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SUMMARY REPORT

1. Introduction

The Eleventh Meeting of the IWGFR was held, in accordance with the
recommendation of the previous AGM, in Bologna, Italy fro» 17 to 20 April 1978.
The meeting was attended by the Member States of the group: Prance, the Federal
Republic of Germany, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom, the Union of the Soviet
Socialist Republics and the United States of America as well as by representatives
from the CEC and OBCD.

The Meeting was opened by Mr. E. A. Khodarev, Scientific Secretary of the IWGFR,
IAEA Division of Nuclear Power and Reactors. He announoed that Dr. Bruzzi and
Dr. Bennett were now the Alternate Members for Italy and USA respectively.

The list of Participants is attached to the Summary Report (Appendix 1). The
meeting was presided over by Prof. P. Plerantoni, Italy.

The Agenda and time schedule of the Meeting are given in Appendix 2 and the
items Were discussed in turn; recommendations were made to the IAEA where appropriate.

2. Approval of the Minutes of the Tenth IWGFR Meeting (Item la)

The Chairman suggested the approval of the Minutes of the Tenth Annual IWGFR
Meeting. It was so agreed.

3. Report by Scientific Secretary regarding activities of the Group (itea lb)

The Review of the IWGFR activities for the period sinoe the Tenth Annual Meeting
of the IWGFR was distributed in advance amongst the Members of the Group (Appendix 3).
The IHGFR members were informed that the Director General of the IAEA had approved
the amended version of the "IHGFR Terms of Reference" as well as "General Recommenda-
tions Concerning Arrangements for Specialists* Meetings" and "Preparation and
Distribution of Minutes and Reports". Slight amendments were made to the verBion
which was agreed upon by all the members at the 10th AGM and the approved version
of the "IHGFR Terms of Reference" is given in Appendix A to this Summary Report.

4. IAEA S.ympoBium on Fast Reactor Physioa. September 24-28, 1979. Alx-en-Provenoa,
France, (item 2aJ

The IHGFR members discussed and reviewed a Preliminary Programme for the
symposium which was prepared during the IAEA consultants' meeting on Reactor
Physics in Vienna in May 1977 and is given in Appendix 5 to this Summary Report.

The members generally agreed with the proposals but made the following
recommendations:

1 - Problems of heterogeneity in neutron physicp calculations (not HCDA oalcula-
tions) and computational methods for predloting physics parameters of large
LMFBR cores Bhould be included.

t - The scope of the Conference shall be kept as narrow as possible and in
partioular Bhould exclude as far as practicable:

Fission-fUBion comparison
National programmes

c) All safety matters
d) Nuclear data physics problems
e) Shielding problems.

3 - In keeping with recommendation 2 the proposed invited paper, item 6,
Bhould not be included.

4 - Engineering considerations should be excluded.

The Committee discussed the composition of the paper selection
committee. Dr. Khodarev said there was an incentive to keep the number
of members to not more than four, since the Agency would then be able to
pay travelling expenses for those attending. Nevertheless the IHGFR
recommended th3t, for an important international conference, there should be
a member or a corresponding member on the organizing Committee from each of
the IHGFR countries and that countries could and would meet the expenses
incurred. The advantage of having very small committees of no more than three
members for less important meetings was recognised.

5. Suggestion for International Conferenoe on Breeder Reactors as a World
Energy Resource and the Breeder Fuel Cycle (Item 2b)

It was confirmed that the fast reactor fuel cycle was not covered in detail
at the Salzburg Conference and an effort should be undertaken to consider this
important problem.

There was general agreement on the need for such a conference but that
it should await the conclusion of the INFCE programme. On this basis UK
would be prepared to host this conference in 1981.

6. International Conference on Fast Breeder Reactor Fuel Performance
Monterey. California, USA. March •j-8, 1979. (Item 2cl

The US member reported on the status of preparatory work for this conference.
In accordance with the desire of the IHGFR to postpone the conference until
Spring of 1979, the conference was rescheduled to March 5-8, 1979. Notification
of thiB change was sent from M. Simnad, USA, to DTB. K. q. Bagley, UK;
J. M. Morelle, FRO; R. Pascard, France; A. Petrosyants, USSR; and K. Uematsu,
Japan, who were requested to serve as members of the International Advisory
Committee for the conference and in that capacity to coordinate papers and
participation from their respective countries or to recommend a liaison member
from their countries to assist the International Advisory Committee for this
conference.

There was some discussion as to whether safety and advanced fuel aspectB
Bhould be included in view of their coverage in other conferences. It was
recommended that the conference should concentrate on oxide fuel, but that
a short session on advanced fuels would be of interest. It was also agreed
that the conference should not cover safety topics.

7. International Conference on FaBt Reaotor Safety Technology,
Seattle. Washington. USA, August 20-24, 1979 (Item 2oH

The Scientific Secretary had informed the organizing Committee for this
conference of the IHGFR endorsement and had requested additional information
on the programme. A copy of the tentative agenda was handed out at this
meeting and is given in Appendix 11. A review by the IHGFR of the agenda
Indicated that the Monday evening session, the Tuesday morning tutorial session
and the Wednesday afternoon session on Experience in FBR Design, Construction
and Operation all appear to be extraneous to the subject of safety. This
will be brought to the attention of the organizing Committee by the US member
of the IWGFR and a reply sent to the IWOFR by April 28, 1978. Comments by
IHGFR members should be circulated by May 20, 1978 since the Organizing
Committee plane to send out a call for paperB in June 1978. The IHOFR will
also be notified as to what sessions are to be held in parallel.



8. Second International Conference on Liquid Metal Technology in Energy
Production. Richland. Washington. USA. April 1980 (item 2e)

The scope of the programme of the conference is expected to include
invited and contributed papers on properties, behaviour and characterization
of liquid metals, design and performance of instrumentation and components
for liquid metal system; and advanced energy systems employing liquid metalB.
The Scientific Secretary of the IWQFR had informed the Organizing Committee of
the first international conference on this topic, that the IWGFR had endorsed
the Second International Conference on Liquid Metal Technology in Energy
Production and that IWOFR had recommended that the number of papers to be
presented should be restricted in order to provide more time for discussion
than was available at the first meeting on this topic. The US member to the
IWCFR will inform the organizing oommlttee of the Second Conference of the
IWGFR'e opinion in endorsing the conferenoe and propose that the Committee
appoints corresponding members from those countries likely to participate.

9. IAEA MeetingB which may be of interest to IWGFR members (Item 2f)

A list of the meetings is given in Appendix 6. The justifications of
some of the meetings are given in Appendix 7. Attention was drawn to the
relationship between the IAEA International Symposium on Thermodynamics of
Nuclear Materials in Jtllich 1979 and the Specialists' Meeting on Equation of
State of Materials of Relevance to the Analysis of Hypothetical Fast Breeder
Reactor Accidents at Harwell 1978. The IWGFR strongly endorsed the JUlich
Conference organizers' reference to the fact that papers must be relevant to
the field of thermodynamics.

10. Co-ordination of the schedule for the major fast reactor meetings and
other major international meetings having a predominant fast reactor
interest (Item 2g)

Lists of meetings on atomic energy (not sponsored by the IAEA) which could
be of interest to the IWQFR members are given in Appendices 9 and 10. Some of
the preliminary programmes or announcements of meetings of interest to the
IWOFT? and for which the support of the IWOFR is requested, are given in Appendix 11.
In making recommendations for supporting some of the international conferences
in the field of fast reactors the IWOFR first considered the criteria which
members should have in mind when making their decisions. After discussion the
eight criteria listed in Appendix 8a were provisionally accepted.

The members were asked to discusB these proposed criteria within their
own countries and to send comments to Dr. Khodarev by July 1, 1978. On the
basis of these comments Dr. Khodarev would isBue revised criteria by Oct. 1,1978.
If these criteria could be agreed by the members by correspondence this would
be desirable, if not it was left to the discretion of Dr. Khodarev to take what
further steps he considered necessary, which would assist in achieving full
agreement of these criteria at the 12th annual meeting. Dr. Vautrey drew
attention to the proposed International Conference on the Irradiation Behaviour
of Metallic Materials for Reactor Core Components to be held in Ajaocio from
5-7 June 1979. He explained that the major part of this oonferenoe would be
devoted to fast reactor matters although there could be some papers on thermal
reactors. After discussion of this conference in the light of the criteria
mentioned above the members recommended that the title be changed to
Irradiation Behaviour of Matallio Materials for FaBt Reactor Core Components,
and that reference to the possible inclusion of papers on thermal Bystems
should be mentioned in the call for papers. It was agreed that in this oase
the conference would be supported by the IWQFR.

11. Consideration of the major recommendations of some of the IHQFR
Specialists' Meetings for which the support of the IWGFR is requested
(Item 3)

(a) Members reviewed the topics recommended by IWGFR Specialists'
Meetings in 1977-78 for further Meetings and agreed that the
following topics should be entered on the "List of Proposed
Topics for the IWGFR Specialists' Meetings" for further
consideration at this Meeting of the IWGFR:

(1) Fission Gases in Whole Core Aooidents.
(2) A Prediction of Fatigue Life, Wear, and Fretting for

Flow Induced Vibrations of LMFBR Components.
(3) The Measurement and Prediction of Velocity Distributions,

Pressure Fields, and Forces for Typical LMFBR Components
and Flow Fields.

(4) Prediction of Flow-Induced Structural Response.
(5) Flow-Induced Vibration Scale Model Testing.
(6) Pre-and-Post-Operational Vibration Monitoring of Flow-Induced

Vibration.
(7) Sodium Removal and Decontamination.

12. Specialists' Meeting on Leak Detection and Location in LMFBR Steam
Generators. Dlmitrovgrad. USSR. June 4-9, 1978 (Item 4a)

A preliminary agenda for this meeting was distributed for the IWGFR
members' comments with the letter of 14 March 1978 informing all the members
that the IAEA accepted the official invitation of the USSR Government to hold
the meeting in Dimitrovgrad, USSR on June 6-9, 1973. It was agreed that
revisions to the proposed agenda suggested by members of the IWGFR should be
transmitted to the Scientific Secretary with copy to Dr. H. V. Krasnojarov.

13. Specialists' Meeting on Equation of State of Materials of Relevance
to the Analysis of Hypothetical Fast Breeder Reactor Accidents.
Harwell, UK. June 19-23. 1978 (item 4b)

A tentative list of topics which might be discussed at the meeting was
distributed by Dr. R. D. Smith for the IWOFR members' comments on 23 September,
1977* The agenda for the meeting was prepared by Dr. Potter taking members'
comments into account and was distributed in February 1978 amongst the IWGFR
members and corresponding members of the meeting. A list of corresponding
members as of 6 February 1978 was also dispatched amongst the IWGFR members
and to each corresponding member. It was also requested that documents which
summarize the present status of the EOS data in use in the IWGFR member
countries Bhould be sent to each corresponding member of the meeting for
independent comparison of the approaches used and data presented in the
exchange documents. The Scientific Secretary of the IWOFR will request Dr. Potter
to dispatch a new version of the meeting agenda amongst the IWGFR membership.

14. Specialists' Meeting on Sodium Fires and Prevention. Cadarache.
France. November 1978 (Item 4c)

This topic was proposed at the 10th AGM to be held in Cadarache, France
in November 1978. Mr. Vautrey distributed at the meeting a preliminary agenda
for the Specialist Meeting for members' comments. He will initiate an answer
to the IAEA offioial letter enquiring if France wishes to host the above meeting.
It was recommended that this meeting should be held during the week of 20-24
November 1978.
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I'y. Suggestions of the IWGFR members on Other Specialists' Meetings
and their .justifications (Item 4d)

A list of proposed topics for Specialists' Meetings is given in
Appendix 12 and justifications for them can be found in Appendix 13«
The members agreed to include in the List of proposed topics two items
from Mr. Tomabechi (japan) as follows:

(1) Bellows for Sodium Systems
(2) Mechanical Properties of Solidified Sodium.

The IWOFR recommended that the IAEA sho"uld sponsor the following meetings:

(i) Thermodynamics of LMFBR Fuel Sub-Assemblies Under Normal and Decay
Heat Removal Conditions

It was recommended that this meeting be held in Karlsruhe, FRO in February)
1979.

(ii) Theoretical Modelling of LMFBR Fuel Behaviour

It was reoommended that this meeting be held in Paris, France in May, 1979.

(iii) Bellows for Sodium Systems

It was recommended that this meeting be held in Japan in November, 1979.
Dr. Tomibechi will inform the Soientifio Secretary of the IWGFR of the location
of the meeting by September 1, 1978.

(iv) Carbon in Sodium

It was recommended that this meeting be held at Harwell, UK in October, 1979*

16. Relations between IWCFH activities and those of IHFCE Working Group n.5
(Item 5a)

Some concern was expressed by Dr. DSunert that care Bhould be taken
to avoid international meetings which oovered topics receiving detailed
attention in the INFCE study. As an example he produced a copy of a letter
from the IAEA to his Government inviting participation in a Technical Committee
meeting on Environmental Impacts of Advanced Power Reactor Systems: FBR, HTR
etc. in France from 5 to 9 June 1978. The other members expressed surprise
that the IWGFR had not been informed of the meeting since fast reactors were
specifically mentioned. It was felt, however, to be too late to do anything
other than express ooncern about both the topic to be covered at this time
and the lack of contact with the IWOFR.

17. Suggestions of the IWCFR members on topicB for review articles to be
included in the Atonic Energy Review's publication programme (Item 5)

A list of topics recommended for review articles on LMFBR8, which are
under preparation, is given in Appendix 14 and a list of topics for which
identification of potential authors is requested, is given in Appendix 15.
As a result of the discussion on the list of topics oited in Appendix 15 it
was agreed that topic 1 should be dropped, potential authors for topic 2 will
be considered at the next Annual Meeting of the IWGFR and Dr. Hughes, CEGB,
Berkeley Nuclear Laboratory UK was proposed as a potential author for preparation
of a review article on topic 3. Potential authors for topics 4 and 5 should
be identified after IAEA Conferences on Fast Reactor Physics and on Breeder
Reactors as a World Energy Resource and the Breeder Fuel Cycle, respectively.

Names of potential authors for the preparation of a review article on
Materials for LMFBR Steam Generators will be transmitted to the Scientific
Secretary of the IWGFR by Dr. Kessler and by Mr. Vautrey by June 1, 1978.

18. Fast Reactor Profiles (Item 6a)

It was recommended that the IAEA should publish a revised document
on LMFBR Plant Parameters in 1978. The document would consist of three
tables: Table 1 containing data on experimental reactors, Table II containing
data on Phenlx, SNR-30O, Monju, PFR, CRBR, BN-350, BN-600 and Table III
containing data on Super Phenix I, CDFR, SNR-2, BN-16OO. Each member of the
IWGFR will review the document which was issued by the IAEA in 1976 and will
transmit to the Scientific Secretary by September 1, 1978 revised and new
data on their reactors to be included in the document.

19. Piping Bendft and Piping Systems (Item 6b)

A set of three experimental problems have been forwarded by the U.S.A.,
to France, FRO, Italy, Japan, Netherlands and UK. Bach of these countries
has been requested to provide solutions to as many of the problems as possible.
They will be forwarded to the Oak Ridge National Laboratory for compilation
into a final report. The target schedule, including U.S.A. solutions, was to
have a final camera-ready report at the IAEA by June 30, 1978. The U.S.A.
member considered this schedule to be unrealistic and proposed a new date of
Nov. 1, 1978 for the submission of solutions. The USA will reproduce the I4EA
final report by Jan. 1979 and will distribute it in accordance with the practice
for distribution of IWGFR documents.

20. Inter-Comparison of LMFBR Design Criteria (Item 60)

The IWGFR oonsidered item 6 (c) Inter-Comparison of LMFBR Design Criteria .
The Scientific Seoretary drew attention to a letter from Dr. Smith, UK dated
Aug. 2, 1977, suggesting a procedure for arriving at agreed design criteria for
fast reaotor safety and to a recommendation contained in the final draft of
a report prepared by International Energy Associates Ltd., for the Rockefeller
Foundation. This report contains a recommendation that the IAEA should convene
an ad hoe committee to consider the formation of an international working group
for increased cooperation in developing licensing standards and procedures for
LMFBR (The text of this recommendation is given in Appendix 3).

There was general agreement amongst the members that it would be many
years before such international standards could be formulated. Nevertheless
it was important that there should be a plan which would lead eventually to
this end. Dr. Bals described the work that the Safety Working Croup and Codes
and Standards Working Group of the C.E.C. Fant Reactbr Coordinating Committee
has undertaken.

Experience has shown that it would probably be difficult to perform
this work in a committee set up by the Agency. Full time effort by qualified
professional staff would probably be neoessary. The members of the IWGFR
agreed with this viewpoint and therefore saw no virtue in the proposal to set
up an ad hoc committee. Mr. Vautrey proposed that the IAEA should try to
undertake some work in this area. Dr. Khodarev said that following the
suggestion in last year's annual meeting he had ascertained that the Division
of iNSEP in *h« Agency was fully occupied with thermal reactor problems and
could not spare any effort for fast reactors for the next three years. Never-
theless Dr. Smith said that thiB was a very important topic and it waB appropriate

•Nuclear Safety * Environmental Protection



that the Agency Bhould undertake the work. He suggested that Dr. Khodarev
should inform the Agency of the views of the IWGFR members on this point to see
if Bone effort could be found. The members agreed with thiB view. In further
discuesion the following points were made on the way the work should be carried
out if the Agency were able to undertake it:

(1) Member states would assist the Agency in every way possible, e.g.
by supplying data in response to requests from the Agency or by the
temporary loan of staff to the Agenoy.

(2) Member states should receive periodic reports at about 4-monthly
intervals on the progress in the work.

Dr. DSunert then suggested that the following procedure should be
followed:

(1) The Scientific Secretary should ask the Agenoy if effort could be found
to start such an activity.

(2) If the answer is favourable the Agency will contaot officially the CEC
in order to find out if the results from appropriate CEC Working Oroups could
be made available (agreement from membar countries would have to be obtained).

(3) The responsible Agency staff will draw up a provisional plan and ask
the IWGFR for approval of this plan.

(4) If approval is granted the IWGFR will recommend the Director Oeneral
of the IAEA to proceed along the lines suggested.

The members agreed that thiB approach be followed and once more
stressed the importance of this action being carried out in an orderly way
under the leadership of the IAEA. Precipitate action in this area by other
organizations or along the lines proposed by International Energy Associates
Ltd., would be likely to cause member states a great deal of difficulty since
it will be only too easy for inappropriate criteria to become established to
the detriment of the establishment of an appropriate set.

21. Review of a Researoh Project Proposal on a Unified Neutron!CB Analysis
of Prototype Fast Power Reactors (Item 6d)

The Scientific Secretary asked for the advice of the members on a
research project that had been proposed by R. S. Singh of India. The proposal
was for a unified neutronics analysis of prototype fast power reactors. The
proposal involved member countries supplying details of prototype reactors and
zero power reactor experiments for subsequent detailed analysis using a single
set of cross-sections.

The members concluded that:

(a) The project was over ambitious in that the number and detail of
calculations suggested could not be carried out with the resources likely to
be made available.

(b) The results would be of dubious value. A comparison made with the
smaller prototype reactors would not necessarily improve the aocuraoy of
calculation for the larger commercial reactors now being studied.

The members therefore recommended that this study was not worth pursuing.

22. Presentations and discussions on national programmes on fast breeder
reactors (Item 7)

These will be issued as Parts II and III of the Summary Report. The
members diBcusBed the content of future presentations on national programmes
on faBt breeder reactors. It was agreed by all members that a presentation

along the general lines of the UK 1978 national presentation was desirable.
The presentation should, as far as possible, indicate the lines along which
fast reactors were developing in the individual countries. It should also
cover in outline development work that had been carried out in member countries
during the year.

23. The date and place of the Twelfth Annual Meeting of the IWOFR

It waB recommended that the 12th Annual Meeting of the IWOFR be
held at the IAEA Headquarters in Vienna, Austria from 27 March to 30 March, 1979.
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Appendix II

AGENDA OF THE ELEVENTH ANNUAL MEETING

OF THEIWGFR

TIME SCHEDULE OF THE
11th ANNUAL KEETIHC OF THE IWGFR

1.

2.

3.

4.

5a.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Review of IWGFR Activities:

a. Approval of the Minutes of the Tenth IHQFR Meeting.

b. Report by Scientific Secretary regarding activities of the Group.

Consideration of conferences on fast reactors:

a. IAEA Symposium on Past Reactor Physics, Aix-en-Provence, Prance,
September 24-28, 1979.

b. Suggestion for International Conference on Breeder Reactors as a
World Energy Resource and the Breeder Fuel Cycle

o. International Conference on Past Breeder Reactor Fuel Performance,
Monterey, California, USA, March 5-8. 1979.

d. International Conference on Past Reactor Safety Technology,
Seattle, Washington, USA, August 20-24, 1979.

Second International Conference on Liquid Metal Technology in Energy
Production, Richland, Washington, USA, April 1980.

f.

g.

9.30

)].00 a.,r:. - 11.?0 a.m.

11.20 a.n. •• 12.30 p.a.

IAEA meetings which may be of interest to IWOPR members.

Co-ordination of the schedule for the major fast reactor meetings and
other major international meetings having a predominant fast reactor interest.

Consideration of the major recommendations of some of the IWQFR specialists'
meetings for which the support of the IWGFR is requested.

Consideration of a schedule for specialists' meetings in 1978-79:

a. SM on Leak Detection and Location in LMFBR Steam Generators, Diraitrovgrad,
USSR, June 1978.

b. SM on Equation of State^pf Past Reactor Materials, Harwell, UK, 19-2j June,1978.

o. SM on Sodium Fires and Prevention, Cadarache, Prance, November 1978.

d. Suggestions of the IWGPR on other specialists' meetings and their justifications.

Relations between IWGFR activities and those of IHFCE Working Group N.5*

Suggestions of the IWGFR members on topics for review articles to be included
in the Atomic Energy Review's publication programme.

Consideration of the other IWGFR activities:

a. Fast Reaotor Profiles.

b. Piping Bends and Piping Systems.

c. Inter-Comparison of LMFBR Design Criteria.

d. Review of a Research Project Proposal on a Unified Neutronics Analysis
of Prototype Fast Power Reactors.

Presentations and discussions on national programmes on fast breeder reactors.

Preparation and discussion of the Eleventh Annual Group Meeting Minutes.

The date and place of the Twelfth Annual Meeting of the IHGFH.

- 0p=-?:iri3 »f tlia r.icetiiic
- DiscurBion of tho tine schedule o!'
the meeting
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- Lunch at 12.00 - 2.00 p.ai.

If the raesti:;,-; completes iio work ahead of the tine lohoivls, Thursday nfteri=oon
will be frcsa.

12
2

A

/,
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. 0 0

. 2 0

- 20 April

2.00
4.00

4.20

5-30

7-00

1978

p.m.
p.m.

p.m.
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Appendix HI
REVIEW OF THE IWGFR ACTIVITIES FOR THE PERIOD
SINCE THE TENTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE GROUP

Various activities of the International Atomic Energy Agenoy within
the framework of the International Working Group on Fast Reactors have been
carried out based on IWGFR recommendations made at the Tenth or previous
annual meetings (AOM) of the Working Group.

I. Specialists' Meetings

Since the last (Tenth) Annual Group Meeting four Specialists' Meetings
were held and three Specialists' Meetings are under preparation.

a) The Specialists' Meeting on Role of Fission Products in Whole Core Accidents
was held at AERE Harwell, UK, on 28th June - 1st July 1977. The proposal at the
10th Annual Meeting of the International Working Group on Fast Reactors for an
international programme for the evaluation of equations of state for materials
of relevance to the analysis of hypothetical fast reactor acoidents was supported
by the meeting participants. It was agreed that this would form a useful starting
point for the more important study of irradiated fuel. It is further recommended
that a further meeting on the subject of fission gases in whole core acoidents
should be held in two years' time.

b) The Specialists' Meeting on UIFBR Flow Induced Vibrations

was held at the Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois, USA on September 20-23i
1977.

The participants agreed that subsequent meetings on flow-induced vibrations
would be useful for the purpose of providing a forum for deeper discussion of many
of the topicB identified in the first meeting:

(1) The prediction of fatigue life, wear, and fretting for
flow induced vibrations of LMFBR components;

(2) The measurement and prediction of velocity distributions, pressure
fields, and forces for typical LMFBR components and flow fields;

(3) Prediction of flow-induced Btruotural response;

(4) Flow-induced vibration scale model testing;

(5) Pre-and post-operational vibration monitoring of flow-induced vibration.

Either separate meetings should be held on each topic, or in the case of a
Bingle meeting the papers and delegates Bhould be divided into smaller separate
groups to maximize detailed considerations. This would allow for the exchange of
specific finished techniques, methods, and analytical programmes employed in
investigations, as well as the results. Furthermore, a listing of symbols employed
and use of the metric system in all papers presented should be required in order
to better facilitate communication.

o) Specialists' Meeting on Properties of Primary Circuit Structural Materials
Including Environmental Effects

was held at Interatom, Bergisch Gladbach, Federal Republic of Germany on October 17-21,
1977* He would like to mention some of the further activities recommended by the
meeting.

Although some progress has been reported in identifying main parameters affecting
creep rupture ductility, further investigations in this area should be encouraged.
As more results become available further discussion on this aspect should be
continued, for example in the framework of activities of the IAEA/IWGFR.

d) Specialists' Meeting on Sodium Removal and Decontamination

on"l4-l6 Feb™"r?T97^ B n« i n M ri"8 Development Laboratory, Hichland, Washington,

The following general topios are recommended for further investigation
and development;

Crevice cleaning and the effect of residual reaction produote in uncleaned
crevices,

Further process optimization,

Decontamination requirements and processes to be used over the full life
of an LNFBR,

Requalification criteria, inoluding process validation and inspection of
components.

It is recognized that the following specific area, although not fully discussed
at the meeting, needs to be addressed in the future:

Sodium removal fron primary system cold traps and from high burnup or
breached fuel.

The specialists agree that a useful exchange of information took place,
and another meeting be held in approximately four years time to discuss new
information.

e) The Specialists' Meeting on Leak Detection and Location in LMFBR Steam
Generators

is under preparation. The IAEA has accepted the Invitation of the USSR
Government to hold it in Dimitrovgrad, USSR on June 6-9, 1978. Preliminary details
of the forthcoming specialists' meeting on the above topic have been distributed
for the IWGFR members' comments in March 1978.

f) The Specialists' Meeting on Equation of State of Materials of Relevance
to the Analysis of Hypothetical Fast Breeder Reactors AcoldentB

is under preparation. The IAEA has accepted the invitation of the UK Government
to hold it in Harwell on June 19-23, 1978. A tentative list of topios which might
be discussed at the meeting was distributed by Dr. R. D. Smith for the IWGFR
members' comments on 23 September 1977 and the agenda of the above meeting, which
was prepared by Dr. Potter taking into account the IWOFR members' conments BO far
received, was distributed amongst the IWGFR members and corresponding members of
the meeting in February 1978.

g) The Specialists' Meeting on Sodium Fires and Prevention

1B under preparation. We are planning to hold the meeting in Cadarache, France
in November 1978. An official letter was sent by the IAEA to the French authorities
in February 1978 enquiring if France wishes to host the above meeting. Organizational
details concerning the arrangements for this meeting, including the preliminary
agenda, will be dispatched as they beoome available.



II. Symposia and Conferences

Since the last (Tenth) Annual Group Meeting five large international conferences
and meetings which were endorsed by the IWQFR, and an IAEA Symposium were held and an
IAEA Symposium on Fast Reactor Physics is under preparation. Host countries partici-
pating in the IWGFR took part in the following meetings:

(1) Fifth International Conference on Reactor Shielding, Knoxville, Tennessee,
USA, April 18-22, 1977.

(2) International Conference on Ferritio Steels for Fast Reactor Steam
Generators, London, UK, 30 May - 3 June, 1977.

(3) International Conference on Radiation Effects in Breeder Reactor
Structural Materials, Camelback Inn, Scottsdale, Arizona, USA,
June 19-23, 1977.

(4) International Meeting on Advanced LMFBR Fuels, Doubletree Inn,
Tucson, Arizona, USA, October 10-13, 1977-

(5) International Conference on Optimisation of Sodium Cooled Fast
Reactors, London, UK, November 28-Deoember 1, 1977.

The IWGFR endorsement of the above meetings contributed to the excellent
participation both of foreign delegates and national participants.

Dr. B. Berkey, General Chairman of the International Conference on Liquid
Metal Technology in Energy Production, and Dr. M. H. Cooper, the Technical
Programme Chairman of the conference, greatly appreciated the IWGFR's assistance
in obtaining approval and participation in this meeting held in Champion, Pa
on May 3-6, 1976 and requested to convey their thanks to the IWGFR at this
Annual Group Meeting.

IAEA Symposium on Design, Construction and Operating Experience of
Demonstration Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactors

was held in Bologna, Italy on April 10-14. 1978. More than 300 participants
attendedthe symposium. The symposium was opened by Prof. I. S. Zheludev,
Deputy Director General of IAEA, and Director of the Department of Technical Operations.
The programme of the meeting was prepared in accordance with major recommendations
made by the paper selection committee for the Bologna symposium which was held at
the Agency's Headquarters in Vienna on November 3-4, 1977 and a good organization of the
Symposium was noted.

IAEA Symposium on Fast Reactor Physics has been approved to be held in
Aix-en-Provence, France on Sept 24-S4979. The Preliminary Programme of the
symposium wae reviewed and agreed upon during the IAEA consultants* meeting
on Reactor Physics in Vienna in May 1977 and in given in Appendix 5 to the Summary
Report of the 11th Annual Meeting of the IWGFR (Part 1). We would like to hear
any further comments of the IWGFR on the proposed agenda.

III. Publications

1. With regard to the Summary ReportB of the specialists* meetings the following
were reproduced and distributed by the Agency amongst the IWGFR members and the
participants of the corresponding meetings:

a) The Summary Report of the SM on Fuel and Cladding Interaction
(distributed in April 1977),

b) The Summary Report of the SM on Role of Fission Products in Whole
Core Accidents (distributed in August 1977),

c) The Summary Report of the SM on LMFBR Flow Induced Vibrations (distributed
in December 1977),

d) The Summary Report of the SM on Properties of Primary Circuit Structural
Materials Including Environmental Effects (distributed in December 1977),

e) The Summary Report of the SM on Sodium Removal and Decontamination (is
under reproduction and will be distributed in May 1978).

2. The Summary Report of the Tenth Annual Meeting of the IWGFR consisted of three
parts:

Part I - the Minutes of the Meeting (distributed In May 1977),
Part II - Reviews of National Programmes (distributed in June 1977),
Part III - Discussions on the Reviews of the National Programmes (distributed

in November 1977)

3. Documents prepared in the framework of the IWGFR activity:

Supplement to Profiles of Facilities Used for FBR Research and Testing
(is under reproduction and will be distributed in April 1978).

IV. Profiles of Facilities Used for FBR Research and Testing

A supplement to the document published in 1976 is under reproduction at
the Agency. Descriptions of French facilities whioh were submitted to the Agency
were included in this supplement.

V. LHFBR Plant Parameters

It was agreed at the 10th Annual Meeting of the IWGFR that each IWOFR member
will transmit to the Agency his commentB and proposals concerning amendments of
the parameters to be included in the new document . and so far no comments were reoeived.
We would like to hear the IWOFR members' comments and recommendations on possible further
action.

VI. The IWQFR Terms of Reference

The Director General of the IAEA approved the amended version of "the IWGFR
Terms of Reference" as well as "General Recommendations Concerning Arrangements
for Specialists* Meetings" and "Preparation and Distribution of Minutes and Reports".
Slight amendments were made to the version, which was agreed upon by all the members
at the 10th AGM and approved version of the "IWOFR Terms of Referenoe" are given
in Appendix 4 to the Summary Report (Part 1) of the 11th AGM.

VII. Review Articles on LMFBR Recommended for Publication

A review article on the topic "Leak Deteotion in Steam Generators of LMFBRs"
by R. Hans, et. al. was published in the "Atomic Energy Review", no. 4, 1977. A
list of topicB recommended for review articles, which are under preparation, is
given in Appendix 14. Some potential authors, whioh were proposed by the US member
of the IWGFR, informed us that they would not be able to undertake the preparation
of the recommended reviews (TopicB 1, 2, 3 of Appendix 15)* The same situation we
have for a review article on "Materials for LMFBR Steam Generators". The main
proposed authors, P. Patriarca (ORNL) and C. N. Spalaris (GE) informed us recently
that they would be unable to prepare the paper on the above topic because of inoreased
pressures of breeder reactor work during uncertain times in the USA and reduction of
available staff. We were also informed in 1976 that experts from,Prance - Mr. R. Lalle-,
ment, the UK - Dr. L. Tomplinson, the FRG - Dr. Grosser and the Netherlands - Mr. Braun
would be happy to collaborate with main authors and give some contribution on the
article. Do any of them agree to be a main author?. The IWGFR members' assistance



in suggesting the potential authors for the review articles, the topics of which
were approved at the 10th annual IWOFR meeting and whioh are cited in Appendix 13 of
the Summary Report (Part I) of the 11th AGM, would be greatly appreciated.

Till. Inter-Comparison of LHFBR Design Safety Criteria

The Agenoy would appreciate having the views of the IHOFR on the following
recommendation in the final draft of the report "An Assessment of International
Policies on Breeder Reactors" (dated November 1977)i prepared by International
Energy Associates Ltd. for the Rockefeller Foundation:

"Licensing, and Regulation

The U.S., the U.K., the F.R.O., Prance, Japan and the U.S.S.R. should form
a working group, possible under IAEA auspices, anonget their respective licensing
agencies which would explore the merit of increased cooperation in developing
licensing standards and prooedures (for LNFBRs). It is recommended that the IAEA
also convene an ad hoc oomittee of these nations and others with active programmes
or plans for breeder reactors to consider further and to develop ways and neans of
implementing this recommendation."

We would also like to hear the IWGFR's reoomaendation on the scope of the IAEA's
activity on inter-oomparison of LNFBR design safety criteria.

Appendix IV
TERMS OF REFERENCE

international Working Group on Fast Reactors (IWGFR) 1977

I* Purpose of the Group

The International Working Group on Fast Reactors will be a
continuing working group within the framework of the International
Atonio Energy Agency with the aim of advising the Direotor General
of the IAEA on problems of faBt reactors.

II. Manbers and Alternates

1. Bach member and his alternate will be appointed by the
Direotor General after consultation with the member's government,

2. The Director General may from time to time oo-opt members
and invite observers from other Member States on an ad hoo or
continuing basis.

3. In appointing the members of the IHOFR and their alternates
the Director General will be guided by the following considerations:

(a) The Working Group will include one member and not more
than one alternate from each Member State which has a
major programme in the field of fast reaotors.

(b) Each member and his alternate will be a scientist or
expert actively working in the field of fast reactors or
having broad responsibilities for programmes in this field.

(o) Advisers or specialists from Member Countries may attend
meetings of the IWGFR but eaoh member's country may be
represented by no more than two people at least ons of
whom should be the member or his alternate.

(d) Members and alternates from States having major programmes
in the field of fast reactors would normally serve on the
Working Group for a period presoribed by their governments,
preferably for a period of at least three years.

III. Functions

The main functions of the Working Group will be:

1. To advise the Director General of the IAEA on the Agenoy's
activities in the field of Fast Reactors.

2. To assist in the coordination of international conferences in
the field of fast reactors and endorse those conferences which members
agree should have priority in the support given by member states.
Suoh an endorsement shall not imply the IAEA participation in the
conference.



3« To propos« topioe for and coordinate IAEA Specialists Meeting«
and Symposia in the field of fait reaotor«.

4» In particular to advla* th« Dirtctor General of the IAEA on
propoaala for reviews and étudia« in tha fiald of fast raaotors.

5. To serve aa a maana of exchanging information on tha progresa
of national programmes in the field of faat raaotora«

6. To review the terna of referenoe on the request of the IWOFR
members or the Scientific Seoretary and advise the Direotor General
of the IAEA on any deairable modifications.

IT. Methods of Work

Bxoept as otherwise herein stated, the Working Group will
determine its own methods of work, inoluding preparation of its
Agenda, establishment of apeoial groupa, keeping of reoordB and
other procedures.

the Chairmanship of the Working Group at its Annual Meetings
will be rotated amongst the members and the chairman should be
appointed by the DO every year.

The ourrent work of the IWOFB between Annual Hastings is
carried out and coordinated by the Soientifio Seoretary taking into
due consideration the IWOFR reoommendations.

General recommendations oonoerning arrangements for specialists
meetings and preparation and distribution of minutes and reports are
given in Annexes I and II of these Terms of Referenoe.

T. Secrétariat

Subject to the availability of funds, the Director General will
provide the administrative and secretariat services required by the
Working Oroup inoluding interpretation and translation services, meeting
faoilities, maintenanoe of reoords and distribution of doouments. The
IAEA will provide the services of a soientifio seoretary.

VI. Annual Group Meetings

The IWGFR normally me«ts onoe a year. It nay be deairable for the
IWOFR to meet from time to time away from the IAEA headquarters to
familiarize itself with faut reaotor activities,in particular IAEA Member
States. Speoial arrangements will be made to provide secretariat services
for suoh meetings in oo-operatlon with the host country. The IAEA will
send the Soientifio Seoretary of the IWOFR for suoh meeting«.

Unless otherwise deoided by the DO, the IAEA will not bear the ooat
(travel and per diem) of attendanoe of participants at AGMs.

Til. Relations with other Orjpini.>atlonB

The Director General may invite international or regional organizations
whioh have programmes in the fast reaotor field to be represented at
Meetings of the IWGTO or at particular sessions during suoh meetings.

Annex 1 ft ' l6

to Terms of Reference, lWCJ»ir( 19l/)

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING ARRANGEMENTS
FOR SPECIALISTS' MEETING ARRANGED IN THE FRAMEWORK

OFTIIEIWG/^

1. Meetings of specialists should be restricted to very narrow topics.

2. For a apeoialists* meeting each participating country should send one
to three experts who are fully informed about all the activities of
their country in the particular field and jmjjh international organization,
which has its representative in the IWGjff/, offl send one or two experts
aotively working in the field of the proposed meeting or one observer.
The name« of^all the partdoipaota^ofH^re meeting should be sent to the
IAEA /tnroulgtí Whsial^ohanñels.

3. In order to faoilitate participation of all national delegations
in IAEA Specialists1 meetings and to have offioial nominations at
least one month before holding a meeting, the member of the IWGíty Hi 1^
from a host country should despatch a preliminary agenda or programme
of the meeting amongst IWĜ tf ïîoDora at least eight months before holding
a meeting and an offioial invitation to host a meeting should be submitted
to the Agency not later than six months before the start of the meeting.

4. The host oountry should appoint for the purpose of helping the Soientific
Secretary one or two experts qualified in the subject to serve as recording
secretaries and who will prepare, within a short timer'a professional and
thorough report inoluding relevant data. The Ageuoy would then reproduce
and distribute the report among the members of the Working Group and among
the specialists interested in i t .

5. The host oountry Bhould propose a scientist or expert aotively working in
the subjeot of the meeting or having broad responsibilities for programmes
in this fiald for nomination as a ohainoan of the meeting.

6. The host country can send some observers to IAEA speoialiBts* meetings.

7. Normally the working language îB English, but i f the host oountry oan, it
i s desirable to have interpreation for participants who need i t (simultaneous
is not obligatory). ^

8. Unless otherwise deoided by the Da the IAEA will not bear the cost (travel
and per diem) of attendanoe of participants as well as simultaneous inter-
pretation to other Agency offioial languages, if provided, at specialists1

meetings.
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Annex II ^ 1 / t fr
to Terms of Reference, 1WC/R (197/)

PREPARATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF MINUTES AND REPORTS

Appendix V
IAEA SYMPOSIUM ON FAST REACTOR PHYSICS

(Preliminary Programme)

l .

a. To issue the Summary Report of the Annual Group Meetings in three
parts: Part I - Minutes of the Meeting, Part II - national
programmes in the Field of Past Reactors, Part III - Disoussions
of the National Programmes. ,_u •> J .• Tf i J—

b. The Sunmaig^laports o/ Annual Group Meetings should be restricted to
the IWGjM fombership^and should not ba, in prinoiple, generally
available beoause of their narrow professional oontants and the
absenoe of special treatment of the appropriate perception by the
general public. The AgAncy should reproduoe and distribute the j~~: ~A -l/(, /,
report among the IWo/jl ElemD&rBhip and amongAhe^sBealajlteie— /wvM*»»» *3«««t ". ?-
a.nter«trtBff tni-t. The members of the IWO/^^aVaistribute such reports
among various interested organizations of their respective countries,
and the representatives of the international organisations oan
distribute these reports among the Member States of their respective
international organisations.

o. The Summary Reports of Specialists' Meetings (Teohnical Committee
Meetings) should be distributed among the sane organisations and
Bpeoialists described in (b) above and made available to any IAEA
member state at their request.

d. The distribution of the Summary Reports of Annual Group Meetings and
Specialists' Meetings (TCMB) will be 25 oopies to each member of the
IHQrtf, 3 o^pies tp eaoh representative of international organisations
to tneTWOft % & . J»ne oopy to eaoh alternate, and to each Mission of the
.Lffuira ntewoer—country, eITB uuyisB ui—eBonfBiiffiHinrj rsporx wii*''Da-

umit iUi'»eHy >c—the USna—bar-amr-thtrT-»»4ining 20-copiea will be-

tu Ilia »la till 09 mission. _,'
\

6.

Physios of conventional cores of ltirge fast reactors

1.1 Control rod problems
1.2 Poiier distributions
1.3 Reactivity coefficients
1.4 Plutonium build-up
1.5 Accident configurations

Physics of fact reactor operation

2.1 Control rod problems
2.2 Power distributions
2.3 Reactivity coefficients
2.4 Plutonium build-up
2.5 Accident confirmations

Phyc5.es of burn-up in fast reactors

3.1 Reactivity variation
3.2 Power distributions
3.3 Fuel cycle in-pile
3.4 Fuel cycle out-of-pile

Physics of heterogeneous cores for large fa3t reactors

4.1 Control rod prooleno
4.2 Power distributions
4.3 Reactivity coefficients
4.4 Plutonium build-up
4-5 Accident configurations

Improvements and optimisation of fast breeder reactor core3

5.1 Conventional configurations
5-3 Heterogeneous confi^trntions
5.3 Relative merits of tlicr.e confipir.ition3 including cons idt-rat ion.

of such effects as thormohydraulic3 as woll a3 neutronic perform;

An invited nnner on "Comparison of conventional and hetoro^cnsius coren
from safety pcint-of-vieti". (Reviewing the 1979 AIIS Topical Keotin?
on Fast Reactor S.jfety).

Contents of the Rnnorts

For each tonic, the following aspects should be covered:
- l'cthods of calculation:: snd resul ts ,

Kxpcrinental results from r.ero power reactorn and cower plp.rln
- Accur.-.cies of the prenictions for oo:rer plar.ts, including cv-trapolntion

from Cii.nl 1 aBsnrc'jlirn to ln!--« c-."cr pl^r.ts
— llxperincnt.*;! trciitiicr.ic1:: (tl^nr r.ii -:~ on the to;>ic)
— Ir»;p3ct of phyrirj.T problcir.?: on th'jri'.oiv/drnuiic nsncctn



Appendix VI
LIST OF MEETINGS ON ATOMIC ENERGY

(sponsored by the IAEA)
which may be of interest to the IWGFR Members

Appendix VII
JUSTIFICATIONS OR PRELIMINARY PROGRAMMES

OF SOME OF THE AGENCY'S MEETINGS
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1. ?4 - 23 Apr.

2. 26 - 30 June

3 . 2 - 6 Oct.

A. 6 - 1 0 Hov.

5. 13 - 17 Nov.

CA'.TOS, Franco

STOCKHOLM, Sweden
Interni t ion-i l Symposium on AIV/.V.'CES IH

RADIATION FSCTSCTIO:: :.:o:iiTORi:rc

VlfmiA, Austria
International Synporiun on NUC1.SAS MATERIALS
SAFEGUARDS

PRAGUE, CSSR
I n t e r n a t i o n a l Symposium on FABRICATION V.'ITH
SPECIAL FEPIIASIS 0!I MA:iUFACTUlU!!CJ FAULTS A1!D
TIIEIR SFFECT OM FUKL PERFORMANCES

VIENHA, Austria
International Symposium on the
DF.co:i!iissiour:;a op ;IUCL2AR FACILITIES

IAEA Meetings Planned for 1979

1. International Symposium on the Thermodynamics of Nuclear Katerials

2. International Symposiun on Occupational Radiation Kcpose in Nuclear
Fuel Cycle Facilities

3. International Symposium on Uranium Evaluation and Mining Techniquee

4. International Symposium on Fast Reactor Phycics

5> International Symposium on Reprocessing of Irradiated Fuel and its Alternatives

i!JTiiiir;.>.Tio;;.vL sv'Tor.i'j;.: ou KiwucAS FLAM1 CO:."IROL X::I. insTT(i'K«-wv:'io3
C&riies, France, U - 23 Apr. \)lH

I. Kxpciience v:ith the lnntnllation, CoKnicsioning r.nd Operation of Control
and Instrumentation Systems of Nuclear power Plants

It is intended to obtain under this heading utilities' views on experience with
the contrcl ami inrtr̂ rient-.tion systems of nuclear power plants and their
recOT,no.nd--'.ti'j:i" for iriprovemonts they consider dcsir'ible, particularly exircrieme
of reliability and mintninability of nuclear power plants control and inetruaentatior
syttsr.-f, F>jrther noul'l be included: adequacy of control room layout; reaction to
computer-baKed systems and asnociatod input and output devices, including ran-machine
interface problems; adequnsy of design information; staff training problems; methods
for initiating and documenting modifications.

II. Systems for Surveillenso of Reactor'Components and Detection of their Failure

Failed fuel detection and location

Leak detection systems

Reactivity anomalies

Core rating distribution surveillance

Loop partc monitoring within the primary circuit

Detection and location of other component failures

III. Ucw Instr"mfin.t!<t.ion and Control Devclooments Intended fo>- Implementation on Nuclear
Power Plants

New instrument techniques

Radiation detectors and their cables

Other sensors

New electronic techniques

Automatic control systems

Control under various non-steady state conditions, including load follo/ing
requirements;

Hew forins of system architecture employing multiple computer cyfiterne

Distributed, cyst ems

tHcrjpiocessors

Renole multiplexing

Control of reactcr power distribution



Automatic protection systems

Methods usnj to relate instrument readings to correspond to safety
01" interort

Solf-chfiokitij; of protection I1? sic cystens

Detection of roctons.) ovorpnwnr ^r loc--«l fael overhnitinjj

Method.!? of .-ichisvins icrAr'ii safety «:i'i reliability ct?.ndardu of the
proteciie*i« rystwiis

Digital Cô iputin*; Gystemn in Safety Related Purposes

The concept of Including reactor physics codes directly in a r-afety ryt-Teii

The concept of processing a diversity of eafety information to eneure
rationality before initiating safety action

On-line testing procedures

Use of digital computers to test or mOnitor cafety systens that nay
contain digital computers

Fault pattern recognition

Provision for software modification

Methods for introducing redundancy and majority logic

Preparation of documentation for presentation to licensing authorities

IV. Reliability, Maintainability and Operability

Examples! of the application of an organised reliability and maintainability
approach to control and instrumentation system design

The application of quality assurance and design review techniques to
instrumentation and control systems

Instrumentation syp|«M designs influenced by constraints on radiation
exposure to maintenance staff

Requirements for emercensy control centres

IHTra?:A'."I'7?,U, STTOSIX! ON AD".':."C3S IM RAUIATIOS P/OTHCTIOJ!
Stockholm, Sweden, ?6 - 30 Junn, 1973

Msthrmallral models of hydrologies! systems

Simulation of dynamic behaviour of Isotope tracers

Progress *nd development of Isotope methods and data interpretation

INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON ADVANCFS IN RADIATION PROTECTION MONITORING
STOCKHOLM, Sweden. I 6 - J 0 Jun 1978

Purpose of Radiation Protection Monitoring

Radiation Monitoring and Dmimelry

Advances in the Devrtopmrnt or Meihodi *nd Instrumentation for Monitoring Individuals for:

External radiation

Internal radiation (e.g. whole body counter?, persona) air lamplen. etc.)

Advances in the Development of Method! and Instrument! for Monitoring the Working f nvtronment for:

External radiation

Contamination

Advances in the Development of Radiation Monitoring Instruments - to be used undrr unusual
environmental conditions or for particular purposes such as:

Extreme climatic conditions

Accident conditions (e.g. wound counters, critically dosimetry systems)

Natural radioactivity

Special unusual type< of Ionizing radiation

Maintf nan«. Checking and Calibration of Radiation Monitoring Instruments. Problems in connection
with the introduction of the new units Cy and Bq

Establishment of Radiation Monitoring Programmes and Experience in their Apptlcation at:

Nucl-ar fuel cycle facilities

Other establishments and in other areas

Rtttonilimtton of Personnel and Other Monitoring Services:

Economic aspects

The utilization of computers for data handling

INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON NUCIEAR MATERIAL SAFEGUARDS
VIENNA. Austria. J -6 Ocl 1978

A. Ssfcruards Technolory In the Kuclear Fuel C>cle»

Uiantum enrichment and fuel fabrication

Nuclear power reactor! (all fyp«)

Spent fuel Horace and reprocessing

Pltttoniitm (mixed-oxide) fuel fabrication

Thorium-uranium ftirt processes

B. Safeguards Measurrment Technology

Non-destructive measurement or verification of fresh or Irradiated reactor fuel rlemenls

m assemblies

Measurement technology for thorium-uranium fuel maftrials

Calibration and standardisation of NOA measurement equipment

Measurement technology for plu ton turn or uranium-plulonium fuel materials

C. Desif.n features for improved safeguards

Design features to facilitate the preparation of accurate and timely material balances

Design features Jo facilitate the verification of materials accountancy data

Deilf.n features to ficllilile containment and surveillance

IMT3:W.\TIO::AL EYITOCIU:! O:I FADniavTio:? v;n;i SPECIAL ?::-THASIK O;: ;:\TIUFACTU".M:;
FAULTS ATJ TIISII? isî FE^T ou rtV?.L P:^PVIR:V,::GC
Prague, CSGR, 6 - 10 llovcnber, 197*3

1. Introduction

During the last 15 years, water cooled reactors became the leading
technology to produce nuclear power and fuel elenent fabrication for these
types of reactors developed from a laboratory nca.le to large volume
industrial production*
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The large majority of commercial power plants are of the water cooled
types and most of them are utilizing Zr alloys as cladding rnaterial. The
fabrication is performed in industrial scale manufacturing plants and
experience has accumulated over a significant period.

The overall target of this symposium is to discuss the currant statuB
of water reactor fuel technology, the correlations between the fabrication
and the requirements of reactor operation, including safety and economy.

The following topics will be coveredi

- Overview of technical experience, state of the art and future outlook,
economical aspectsl

- Reasons of manufacturing faults for fuel failures and metallurgical
factors for fuel performance!

- Technical correlation between operational requirements and fuel
fabrication technology;

- Modifications in manufacturing, improvements of fuel reliability and
analytical techniques for fuel.

2. List of topics

A. General trends of reactor operation

(a) Historical evaluation of the fuels

(b) Statistical observations

(c) Observed effects of fuel modifications

(d) The status of art today and outlook to future

B. General experience of fuel clement suppliers

(a) Fuel design and specifications, past and current trends

(b) Manufacturing processes

(c) QC-QA: objectives and significnr.ee of the controls of
fuel characteristics, control techniques

C. Aspects of reactor operation vhich influence fuel fabrication
requirements

(a) Fuel-rod defects

(b) Outage because of defect fuel rods

(c) Continuous power reduction fro.T fuel defects

(d) Life limiting fuel properties (PCI,,local corrosion)

(el Restriction of reactor operation (otart up, fuel iur.dle
' reloads, local changes, power racps, power cycling)

D. Relation between fabrication processes and fuel characteristics
related to performance

(a) Pellet; conversion route (ADU, AlIC, dry route, cel precipitation...)!
additives (lubricant, binder, pore former...)( design features

(dishing, chanforring, L'D ratio...); specification tolerances
(limits, confidence levels, influence of single out-of-tolerance
pellets,...)

(b) Cladding and fuel rod hardware: effect of manufacturing techniques
on the properties and the behaviour, influence of tolerance levels
and local defects (thicl-aiess, ovality, anisotropy, impurities,
mechanical properties,...)

(c) Fuel rod: effects of tolerance limits and local defects (gap,
filling gas composition and pressure, gaseous innurities,
initial bow...)) sensitive processes (welding,cleaning...)

(d) Alternative fuels: new manufacturing techniques

(e) Fuel element structure (end fittings, grids or spacers, guide-tubes
or tie-rods,...): choice of materials and construction principles
(fabricability,controlability, in-service behaviour, safety aspects);
effects of tolerance

(f) Fuel element: design features and specification tolerances;
evolution of the ar-fabricated characteristics (corrosion,
relaxation.••);transport and manipulation requirements (to site,
on-site and after irradiation)•

E. Economical assessment, cost-benefit analysis

(a) Reactor performance economies: economical losses by outage and
operation restriction! power problems by contamination from fuel
defects

(b) Fuel fabrication economics: cost optimazation between product and
process control; optimization of fuel availability requirements,
cost aspects of QC and QA systems

(c) Observed or potential improvements

One session will be devoted to a round table meeting to discuss the main
conclusions resulting from the symposium as well as those topics which require
further consideration.

14



Appendix VIII
SCHEDULE OF INFCE MEETINGS

AS OF 31 MARCH 1978

15

WORKING GROUPS

Co-chairmen

Meetings of Working Group*

Sub-groups

1
Fuel and heavy
water availability

Canada

Egyi*

India

2 Jun 78
Vienna

18-19 Oct 78
Vienna

A. Nuclear Growth and
Demand (with2 A)
31 May 78
Vienna

B. Nucleat Fuel Resources
1 Jun 78
Vienna

C. policies and Constraints
1 Jun 78
Vienna

D. Heavy Water

1 Jun 78
Vienna

A.B.C.D.
16-17 Oct 78
Vienna

2
Enrichment
availability

France

Germany. Fad. Rep.of

Iran

5-6 Jun 78
Vienna

A. Enrichment
demand (with lAi
31 May 78
Vienna

3
Assurances of long-term
supply of technology, fuel
and heavy water and
services In the Interest of
national needs consistent
wlrh non-proliferation

Australia

Philippines

Switzetland .

24-28 Apr 78
Vienna

24 JuI-4 Aug 78
Vienna

4
Reprocessing,
plutonlum
handling.
recycle

Japan

UK

18-19 May 78
Tokyo

A. Reprocessing
30-31 Mar 78
Vienna

B. Plutonium
3-4 Apr 78
Vienna

A. Reprocessing
15-16 May 78

Tokyo

B. Plutonlum
17-ia May 78
Tokyo

A « B.
22-26 Ian 79
Vienna

9
Fast breeders

Belgium

Italy

USSR

12 Apr 78
Bologna

Nov 78

A. Role of FBR In future
energy economy
II April 78
Bologna

B. Fast breeder fuel cycle
38-29 Mar 78

Vienna

C. Environmental Issues,
physical protection,
fuel cycle centres.
administrative and
legal problems
7 Apr 78
Vienna

D. Alternate breeder cycles
6 Apr 78
Vienna

6
Spent fuel
management

Argentina

Spain

11-14 Oct 78
Vienna

Task gtoups
5-9Jun 78
Vienna

Task groups
16-20 Ocr 7S
Vienna

7
Waste
management
and disposal

Finland

Netherlands

Sweden

10-11 May 78
Vienna

9-11 Oct 78
Vienna

A. Fuel cycles
without
reprocessing
22-23 Mar 78
Vienna

8. Fuel cycles

with
tepiocesslng
20-21 Mar 78
Vienna

A * B.
8-9 May 78
Vienna

8
Advanced fuel cycle
and rcac'or concepts

Korea, Rep. of

Romania

USA

12-14 Sep7B
Vienna

A. Once-through
fuel utilization
fot present
thermal reactors

B. Advanced concepts

C. Research reactors

TECHNICAL CO-ORDINATING COMMITTEE (TCC) 1.
2 .

Date

12-16 Jun 78
23-27 Oct 78

Vienna
Vienna

PLENARY CONFERENCE 27 Nov-1 Dec 78



Appendix Villa ('t' . ' V ..'?.
1WGFR PROVISIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS

FOR SUPPORTING SOME OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES

Appendix IX
LIST OF MEETINGS ON ATOMIC ENERGY

(non-sponsored by the IAEA)
which may be of interest to the IWGFR Members

IS

1. Conferences of a particular or related topic should be held no more
frequently than once every two or three years.

2. The topic should be one relevant to the current state of development of
fast reactors and one on which international discussion IB felt to be useful.

3. The conference should be shared between countries with major fast reactor
R&D programmes. In addition to spreading the burden of travelling (for example,
each national delegation of any IWGFR member-country consists of a team of
about 10 participants and presents 5 or more papers), since there a:re usually
more delegates from the host country this approach gives a larger number of
staff the opportunity of getting to know their colleagues in other countries.

4. Provision as far as possible of interpreters, particularly for the Russian
language.

5. The number of international conferences receiving IMQFR support should be
normally limited to not more than three per year.

6. j" Organizing committees for international conferences should ,to the maximum
I extent possible, include members from other countries for those conferences
(__ endorsed by the IWGFR. The IAGA/lWGFR should be advised by the organizing
committee of the names of its memberB.

7. The endorsement by the IWGFR of an international conference may be contingent
on acceptance, by the organizing committee, of recommendations made by the
IWGFR concerning the programme agenda.

8. The title of a conference to be supported by the IWGFR should contain a
specific reference to fast reactors.

2. 9 May - 12 May

3. 22 May - 26 May

4. ?3 May - 1 June

5. 13 Juno - 15 June

6. 27 June - 29 June

7. 10 July - 14 July

8. 23 Sept. - 29 Sept.

9. 3 Oct. - 7 Oct.

10. 16 Oot. - 19 Oct.

11. 12 !(ov. - 17 llov.

LAS V3CA;;, " e v ; ^ , I'CA
5th Iii lor:rtt ior.!i l iv.-ip
PACKA'JI!!'J A'ID T/irrcfo-
RADIO-'iCTIVB MATERIALS

KESV.'IOK, Cu.7iberlnnS, UK
Conference on VIoSATIOit IS
NUCLEAR PLiilT

LIEGE, Belgium
I n t e r n a t i o n a l Meeting on MODSRH
ELECTKIC'iL P0VJ33 ET'.TIOMS

ALUSHTA, USSR
Conference on R3ACT0H KATSMAUS

KAM.£RUH3, F.R. Germany
Conference on CMA3ACTHRIZATI0': ACT
QUALITY CCJITHOL 0? TdCLKA?. FUELS

VJarwickchire, UK
4th International Conference OM
ZIRCONIUM IN THE >IUCL&\R INDUSTRY

RICHLA1ID, Washington, USA
9th International S.vrapotitin on
EFFECTS OF RADIATION 0?I STOUCTURAL
MATERIALS

HARWELL, Oxrordshirs, UK
International Conference on :r£l;1rHO!I
PHYSICS A:iD NUCL3A3 DATA FOR RSACTJiiS
AITO OTHER APPLIED PUHPOESS

BAEL3, Switzerland
IIUCLE-'C V>: 5th International Fair and
Technical Meetings of the 1PJCISAR
INDUSTRIES

BRUSSELS 1 3elgiun
Internat ional i leetins on ;n)CLSA!i P01TE3
REACTOR SAFETY

WAEHIIIGTO'I, DO. USA
J o i n t Mectinc of t h e ANS and 1he AIF.

35

37

3?

42

45

57

60

Dotiilea irii'or^-vtion ;nay ho four.d i".
January 1973, IA3A, on i ' ldicnteJ '>-;:?

ines:- on Atomic Knt.rgy, Vol. 10,!!l,



1 2 . 27 Nov. - X Deo. LONDON, UK
Conreronca on RADIATION PHOT^CTm I?I
KUCLSAR PCMBB PLA:.'TS ACT THK FUKL CYCLE

Appendix XI
PRELIMINARY ANNOUNCEMENTS OR AGENDAS OF THE CONFERENCES

FOR WHICH THE SUPPORT OF THE IWGFR IS INVITED

17

1911

1 3 . 29 J a n . - 31 J a n .

14- 7 May - 11 Kay

1 5 . 11 Nov. - 15 llov.

MIAMI BEACH, F l o r i d a , USA
1st T o p i n i l K e e t i n p on PJSIOM
REACT03 MATtftlALS

HAMBURG, F .R. Gemany
2nd Kuropcan iMci.sAii CC:CT:!W;;CB
(E1IC 79)

SAN FlUilCIECO, C a l i f o r n i a , UEA
J o i n t Mee t ing of t h e ASS and t h e AIF .

62

I. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON FAST BREEDER REACTOR FUEL PERFORMANCE
Monterey, California, USA, March 5-8, 1979.

67

Appendix X
LIST OF MEETINGS ON ATOMIC ENERGY

(non-sponsored by the IAEA)
which could be of interest to the IWGFR and for which the support

of the IWGFR is invited

1. March 5-8, 1979

2. AuguBt 20-24, 1979

3. April 1980

4. June 5-7, 1979

•• Monterey, California, USA
International Conference on FAST
BREEDER REACTOR FUEL PERFORMANCE.

• Seattle, Washington, USA
International Conference on FAST
REACTOR SAFETT TECHNOLOGY.

• Riohland, Washington, USA
2nd International Conference on LIQUID
METAL TECHNOLOGY IN ENERGY PRODUCTION.

A.iaccio, France
International Conference on IRRADIATION
BEHAVIOUR OF METALLIC MATERIALS FOR
REACTOR CORE COMPONENTS.

' • < • ; - < : • ' v ;

_ j ^ _ ; y ! ( ; I
?..o SrtbEe.*;si-?:»« (r.ornirr; ;vs.i afU'iv-oni>)

I t in pl-imo.t tha t J-ho nornin;; n;b!:eE:-ic>) sover cu.-.-: •:* r.l^tu" >v.i re . • : i \ :

of l.irge cc-tle i.iixc3 onidc fusl (?:; tc~ral ?'•".) i:'i.Tlir.t;.;-<'i i>:-O'.^-'r..:~i^\:'i.z'-, p.V:

rolcvnnt to the c'onicn ;r.'. lictnniiijf of fuel for Vast b ; - fd r r r c i i t o r r . .

(Bnl^iu'.i, Vr::nc.o, Federal P.Er.ublin of Cerr.i?.!;-, Jr.-5.-in, UiC, I'S, a.i:(! I";::)

Tim aftc-rioo:\ cubncsrioii i s pj.rjmcd to include key p.-:;>cr"; or: mixr.-J cxidr.

fuel j r rai i . - . t ion beyon-i fr . i lure (n-.n-licvond-fraXure), fuel S'^-iluro t r K ' i M i i i - i

fuel ti 'anriimi i r ra r i in t ion experiorcu.

2Q'J._STU" ~ Fuel Proper t ies ;md I'echa;-.) :OT
Two ci'.bcc-^^iJr.!: (norr.ins n"\ aftcrroor. - r.ftcrt:of:i rubrrs-rio;:
nay lie oi-gnnir-o;! as a porter- resrior;)

I t i s plsnuod tha t tliits pi-o.^-s'i-no sesr.jor. \o l-uil t .1.-0111;.,' four pi•:!iT.i;-"-l

EabtDpicp:

a) T+'Cr".:il, ;<pch.-n)in;;l and Trr.isport rrO|>t!:-ties

t ) ?"uel Cho'.iisiry nr.it Ficcion i'rodi-.ct Bc-lmvio-jr

c) Fuel C.l&ldinp: Ir.'.otaotio-.i (fSie-sic«l o;H !'.2r;li,viic».l)

d) l^i i l -r i t i Coolant rr.iej-actior. (Fucl-ScJiua Ic jo torn)

Ono w t\;o koy pf\por" frori each of thec-c four- are^r» v:ill bi2 pr^r(.".J.iO

ora l ly in t!ic morning r.u:>!-i;:;nior. to introduca U12 p.-in ;iiirl. .-.rwn of ijoi-.c-t-r:;.

Then in tba r.fler;io^n dol.-.ilcd dir.T!**::i.o»i en rpvoitOii'jd topics accord••;." •*.«>

t h j i-ptoific i-:ferects of r.iif:n^09;- ' . . ill be covered ir. "p s s l e r forT,iJ.".

}j£2.Jh£ ~ f"11"1 " ?sif! ' ani r.ot!.ellir.';
('ftio fu.bE'.>aciosi:? (morning ••>!>! nfiarnooji)

In t h i s ::-<::ruon i t in planned to i-oJicil p^iicru i;i t l i i TolToviii'; fevr

* The IWGFR endorsed the meeting an an International Conference at the 10th Anrm.il
Croup Meeting in April 1977.

»• After reviewing detailed programme on the scope of the conference in November 1977
the IWGFR recommended to endorse it.

.1) i \ ;o l i ' in M c ! J i n , "

b) 1'usl. I :;rv?>ii^v I r r , . ! ia t \o>; r;:~"rici 'O?!

c.) i'liol i'ir' rr,::\ ;.::^::^>'1 y r̂  .'i;;:) i/i:.i)':; :'-v;- C1'.' t o r i -':

fO Ar.\.-Mi.-..>-.l t\"A ,\n:- •'-•I/ Utr-i.--.-*



4th Day - Advanced and Alternative Fuels

It is planned that this Beseion will include 11 to 12 papers presented
during the morning subsession and in a short (one to two hour) afternoon sub-
session. Topics to be emphasized are advanced core design including heterogeneous
cores and design using alternative fuel cycles and alternative fuel forms
(metals, carbides and nitrides) and advanced alternative fuel performance.

4th Day - Panel DiscuBsion (last half of afternoon)

Topic: "Where are we going from here"?.

It is hoped that discussion will range from topics on specific or detailed
fuel performance concerns to as broad as questions concerning breeder development
and development strategies.

II. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON FART REACTOH SAFETY TECHNOLOGY
Seattle, Washington, USA, August 20-24, 1979

TENTATIVE PROGRAMME

MONDAY, AUGUST 20. 1979

AH

PM

Welcoming Remarks

Plenary Session (Invited and Panel)

° Opening Session: Importance of Specific Design Concepts and
Features with Respect to Safety and Licensing

Special Session (Invited and Contributed) — System and Components
Design and Development for Safety

General Sessions

- Whole Core Accident Analysis -- Initiating Phase

- Structural Dynamics In Accident Analysis

Poster Session

- Safety Test Facilities

EVENING

- Special Panel Session: Risk/Benefit of FBR--W111 Breeder Reactors
Increase or Decrease Societal Risks In Today's World?

TUESDAY, AUGUST 21, 1979 18

AM

Tutorial Session (Invited) -- Safety Significance of Alternate
Fuel Cycles (Including special Invited paper: Physical
Security—Safeguards—in Breeder Fuel Cycles)

General Sessions

- Whole Core Accident Analysis -- Disruption and Energetics

- Instrumentation and PPS Design for Accident Probability and
Consequences Reduction

- Aerosols and Radioisotope Transport

LUNCHEON

PM

Special Session (Invited and Contributed) -- Breeder Reactor Licensing

General Sessions

- Coolant Dynamics, Local Core Faults, and Coolant Blockages

- Radiological Consequences of Operation and Accidents (Including
special Invited paper: Ex-Reactor Fuel Cycle Safety)

Poster Session

- Methodology, Numerical Techniques, and Data Display in Safety
Analysis Codes

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 22. 1979

AM

Tutorial Session (Invited)

- Seismic Design and Analysis of FBR's

Special Session (Invited and Contributed)

- Fuel Failure Criteria and Failure Propagation Potential

General Sessions

- Whole Core Accident Analysis -- Transition Phase

- Emergency Core Cooling



PM

Special Session (Invited and Contributed)
- Physical and Chemical Interactions of Structural Concrete

with Steel, Fuel and Sodium

General Sessions

- Experience 1n FBR Design, Construction and Operation

- Analysis of Plant Transients with PPS Action

Poster Session
- Safety Experiment Results

EVENING

Banquet — Speaker: The Place of the Breeder In the World Energy
Picture

THURSDAY, AUGUST 23, 1979

AH

PH

Special Sessions
- Safety Test Facilities — Status, Needs, Future Directions

(Invited)

- Reliability Analysis and Risk Assessment (Invited and Contributed)

General Sessions
- Post-Accident Heat Removal

- Fuel-Coolant Interaction

Closing Session — Plenary (Invited and Panel)

- Highlights of Technology and Outlook for Future

III 2nd International Conference on Liquid Metal Technology in Enersy
Production

April 1930, Hichland, Washington

The Materials Science and Technology Division of the Amerioan Unclear
Society i s planning a second Iivi-.srnitional ConfiTa"ge on l.iauid I'qtni Technology
in *y>erzy Projection. The coiuerr-ice wil l be iield in April, 1930 at liichland,
Kiship.-r'-on. rhe f irs t conference Mas held "ay 3-6, 1976 at Seven Springs
Fesort, Champion, Pennsylvania. The Richland Chapter of the American Nuclear
Society and the Unclear Metallurgy Committee of AIME and ASM have agreed to
co-sponsor the meeting. Co-Rponeorchip by ERDA and endorsement by IAEA will
be sought. The general chairman i s Dr. H. F. Sheely and the technical
chairman i s Mr. John H. Atwood, both of the Hanford Engineering Development
laboratory.

• The scope of the programme i s anticipated to include invited and
contributed papers on preperties, behaviour, and characterization of liquid
metals; design and performance of instrumentation and components for liquid
metal systems; system maintenance; system corrosion behaviour; safety of liquid
mstal systems; and advanced energy systems employing liquid metals.- Participation
i s expected to be international.

The conference i s planned to coincide with the early stagen of operation
of the Fast Flux Test Faci l i ty at the Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory.

IV. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OH IRRADIATION BEHAVIOUR OF METALLIC MATERIALS FOR
REACTOR CORE COMPONENTS

A j a o c i o , F r a n c e , 5 -7 June 1979

NOTICE FOR THE IAEA

19

the. coii^c-teiices Oa UP.ISF.WE U<??4| m;d SCOTTSDAU

(1977), big picig'is..'5M have been peifeHmt.d ui tiie ^ieXd o& Atwz.tr'

vnteAiatA &o\ cladding o.\\d ccwpcucnti nacZca\ acute. Tlictf juit.i'.u

a niRm.tXA.nti oj bcJ-<Lntu>ti, It ii uxi>-Jtli noting tint titf. axbnitiid

conitAe.net. ii not a itpztiXion o$ that one o^ JWVTEREV (I57J) ,

I'/ieAs1. the a£.cnz mkject. uxU be the. (,ant matvUal on* Rftete thz 'M

p^H Kitt only h ituditd in dM.<'git aspects. On Hie. contAaiu, at

AJACCJt), &cj.w£i.$ic top-ich v:i(t be ctUz&ltj diicimzd, onCy on mf'a

tKLttJuati and itiucXuAZi. The. ir.iUi.nceA o(, pKacJUz.c.1 apftica.U.0;:

KVtt toncujin mdcctZaneoui acXnat neacXot tijpu : vnte.1, bxt.tdt.1,

advanced cooled gaz and $wsicm Ktacto-U. The p-iopaA.tiU o$ tin ^ie.C

not be covexed.

(Friday, August 24 Is available for specialists meeting.)



A J A/C C I 0

1NÏLRNATI0KM. CONFERENCE - CONFERENCE INTEUNATIO.-.AL'

IRRADIATION l'ai'WlOtliî OF METALLIC. I-ÍATERIAL3
FOR ÍÍLACTOR CORE CCi-TCaiiiTS

COMPORTEf-HfT SOUS IRRADIATIO!1
DES IIATHRIAIIX KETALUCtES

ET DES COMPOSANTS DES COEURS UE REACTEURS

AJACCIO (FRANCE) - 5-7 JUIN 1979
Simultaneous translation French-Engl ish-GeriT;an

- ïOriCS OF SESSIONS -

- SWELLING AND STRUCTURAL EVOLUTION UNDER IRRADIATION (fast breeder and fusion reactors

- IRRADIATION CREEP (steels, nickel alloys, zircaloys, ...)

- MECHANICAL 1'ROI'ERTIKS - STEADY STATE AND TRANSIENT

. pressure vessels, components and fuel cladding of water, fast breeder and
advanced gas cooled reactors

- BEHAVIOUR OF FAST REACTOR FUEL ELEMENTS (pins, spacing systems, bundles ...)

- SCHEDULE -

- Immediately : return the enclosed form (intention to present a paper)
- Kovci.ibcr 1978 ¡ deadline for submission of abstracts
- March 1979 : deadline for submission of compact papers. The proceedings vil.) be

handed to the attendants on the first day of the Conference.

KOTE : A ladies-program, with special tours, will be organized during the conference.
AJACCIO is the chiei Town of Corsica, which is a Diajor French Touring Area. The
Conference will be held just before the normal Summer vacation period.

This Conference is organized by the French Atomic Energy Commission «nd sponsored
by SFEN (Franco), UNES (Great Britain) and KTC (Germany)

Organizing Committee :

- J.M. IHIPOUY - CEA-Centre de Saclay, B.P. N* 2 - 91190 GIF-sin-YVETTE - France
- M. (.'F.ISZ - CEA-Centro de Sacl.-iy, 8.V. N* 2 - 91190 ClF-sur-YVLTTE - France
- K. EHRLICH - Kcinforcchunjszentrum Karlsruhe - Postfach 3640

D.75OC1 KARLSRUHE - Deutschland
B. IIAI'.RIES - Harwell Industrial Research - Building 150 - AERli Harvell

OXFORDSHIRE 0XUGRA - England

For further Information, please contact the Executive Chairman of the Conference :

- J seque s 1'OIRIF.K - Département de Technologie
B.P. N° '/ - 91190 CIF-sul-YVETTE
Tél. (I) : 941.80.00 - Tfilox 69.0641 Energat Saclay - Fronce

Appendix XII
LIST OF PROPOSED TOPICS

FOR THE IWGFR SPECIALISTS' MEETINGS
Eleventh Annual Meeting of the IWGFR

Bologna, Italy, 1 7 - 2 0 April 1978

No. Title £c.rj.:-y

It Cover CUT Purification (Fission 1'roductu and Chesiical Prance
Impurities)

2. Sealing Devices for Rotating Plugs H

3» Core Coo11ne Criteria and Cagging Italy

4. Past Reactor Cladding and Core Structural «ateríale t!*"

5. Past Reactor Fuel Rod Design and Development «

6. Sodium to Gas Leak Detection ••

7. Fuel Failure Detection and Location \jK pf-.j

8. Design for Strong Motion Earthouakes UKfUSA

9. Explosion Containments Codes and Experimenta ,yjy

i "„ Design for Improved Safety Characteristics ••

11. Compatibility problems between sodium and concrete UK

•12.) Theoretical modelling of fuel behaviour me

13. Fuel Performance and Safety Analysis s.u.

1.4* In-Service Inspection and Monitoring of UiPBRe s.H.

1% Friction, Wear, Prettin« and self-welding in liquid
metal systems

16» Fast reactor absorber materials

17- FiECion and Corrosion Product Behaviour in Primary Circuits
of LMFBRs

IR Operational Problems with Control and Instrumentation of LKFBRs

1Ç1 Coolant Impurity Measurement and Control

"CO Mothods for Demonstrating Structural Integrity under
Faulted Conditions.

21. Metal-Water/steam Interactions in Sodium Heated Steam FRO
Generators During Start-Up and Operation

22.} Calculation and Experimental Verification of Flow-and FRO
J Temperature Fields for LMFBR-Subasserablies under llormal

Operating Conditions and Decay Heat Removal. Status and
Necessities with Respect to Fuel Rod and Bundle Mechanisms

23. Steam Generator Safety FRG

24. Tritiuin:Production, Distribution and Release in LMFBRs UK

20
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UK

S.H

S.H

S.M

S.H

Japan

. FRO

•f

•



123« ̂  Carbon in Sodium UK

26. Temperature tloine Analysis UK

27- 1ATBR (Pu0j-U02) F"6* Handling! Fabricating processes and USA
Facilities

25. Design ar.d Testing of LMFBR Core and Blanket Subassenblies USA

29. Core and Fiiul Performance Instrumentation Optimization USA

30. On-Line Calibration and Tine Rosponoe Measurement Techr>i;;ues USA
for Process Instruaents

31. Irradiation Damage Units USA

3?. Fuel (Core) Chcradorisation USA

33. 'Boilin" \oi r.e S^'w'.jr-; r*"!"-~«

34> Fission Oases in Whole Core Accidents S.M.

35- A Prediction of Fatigue Life, Wear, and Fretting for S.M.
Flow Induced Vibrations of LMFBR Components.

36« The Measurement and Prediction of Telocity Distributions, Pressure S*M.
Fields, and Forces for Typical LMFBR Components and Flow Fields.

37. Prediction of Flow-Induoed Structural Response. S.M.

38. Flow-Induced Vibration Scale Model Testing. S.M.

39« Pre-and-PoBt-Operational Vibration: Monitoring of Flow-Induced S.M.
Vibration.

40. Sodium Removal and Decontamination. S.M.
v

41 •• Bellows for Sodium System. Japan
42. Mechanical Properties of Solidified Sodium. Japan

Appendix XIII 21
JUSTIFICATIONS OF PROPOSED IWGFR SPECIALISTS' MEETINGS

2.

fi.-ys II'r I fieri ion (Fission Prcdvcvs and _Ch«Vii£3i_-~I \-'2i± 12)

Argon has to be purified:

a. To eliminate any impurity which could be danageable to the
sodium system.

bt To eliminate fission products in case of important pin failures
(or if vented pins are used).

Sealing Devices for Rotating Plugs

Rotating plugs for LKFBRs need a reliable gas tight system to be used.

Various possibilities exist or have been used, mainly: different
types of rubber gaskets and molten alloy sealing system.

future.
A comparison of design and experience would be very fruitful for the

Core Cooling Criteria

This activity is closely linked to the core support systera. The coro
itBelf should be cooled to take account of the radial form factor, (e.g. to
provide a constant outlet temperature).

The extent and distribution of the cooling has to satisfy a nuober of
criteria such as cavitation, element handling, inherent system safety, hot
channel evaluation.

An important problem seems to be cavitation: it can be avoided in
gags etc. by various design techniques. Tha phenomenon is very critical to
structural integrity, boiling detection, and heat transfer stability.

Correlation has been investigated with experiment and theory, and it
has been found important to compare criteria, results and evaluation methods.

Fast Reactor gladding and Cora Structural Materials

The meeting should concentrate on both the extensive and intrinsic
properties and behaviour of fast reactor cladding in the core environment.
The rcope should encompass high and low strain rate mechanical properties,
in-reaotor swelling and creep, effects of sodium-and impurities, the sodium
plus fuel cladding interaction effects. Hechanirros controlling properties
•nd behaviour should be covered as well as engineering properties.

Location: Open - could be held in U.S. at IISDL.



5. Fast Reactor Fuel Rod Bggjgn and Development

This would be a broad scope meeting covering all aspects of fuel rod
design, analysis, performance and intrinsic properties of the fuel and the
cladding as they effect performance under steady state and off-set operating
conditions.

Location: HEDL

Comment: This subject is probably too broad to ba handled at a specialists*
mooting.

6. Sodium to Pas Leak Detection

The specialists' meeting will provide a forum for technical information
exchange on the following topics:

- Recent (since 1971) field experience with eodium gas leaks and
their detectability;

- Damage to equipment resulting fron sodium/gas leaks;

- Performance requirements from sodium to gaB leak detectors;

- Development of advanced techniques for sodium to gas leak detection.

Location of Meeting: LMEG, Canoga Park, California

7. Fuel Failure Detection and Location

To cover the theoretical and experimental baseB for measurable
indications of fuel failure.

The techniques used for detection and location of defected fuel
would be discussed and particular attention paid to the timescale for
detection relative to that for escalation of the failure.

fl. 0361,71 for ovrong Motion Earthquakes

We suggest the earliest feasible date for this meeting to be the Spring of
1978« It would be desirable for the United States to host thia meeting on
the West Coast, probably at HEDL.

Possible subjects are:

1. Ground Motion

• Seismic Input characteristics; shape and magnitude of spectra
• Attenuation with depth
• Probabllstlc procedures in the selection of SSE and OBE

2. Soil-Structure Interaction (SSI)

• Need for non-linear SSI
• Need for 3-D SSI
• Embeddment effects

3. Design Criteria and Verification

• Criteria and basis tor dynamic decoupling of piping and equipment
• Load combinations and factored loads
• Demonstration of functional adequacy by analysis
• Criteria and banIs for core components
• Raceways (c?.ble troy, electrical conduit)

9.

4. Analysis MethoJs

• Multi-design spuctra input for piping and component analyses
• Detenoining equipment spectra directly from ground and building

6pectra
• Analysis for gaps/nan-linear effects for core, piping, vessel

components and supports
e Modelling techniques for non-llr.r.ar effects due to concrete

crnckir.g, complex (noti-clvtulov) buildings, load paths, etc.

5. Design Guidelines an^lnnljjn^^wjwv^

o Pipe hanger/snubber locations; effect of spring ratis; alternr.rft
designs for small piping

• Anchor support stiffness requirecents

• Procedure/guidance on combination of model and fiv-t<al
components at load and stress levels for specific esses

• 2-D vs. 3-D; advantages and guidelines/justifications
• Simplified methods for soil-structure Interaction, q:.insi-

linear analyses for gap effects

6. Testing Programs

• Realistic damping factors for structures/piping/eqalpmont
• Seismic monitoring instrumentation and procedures
• Guidelines for testing to demonstrate meeting functional

requirements

Explosion Containments Codes and Rxneriirients
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The development of codes for determining the effect of the atu-ray
releases from Betho-Tait type excursions and their validation by special
experiments using explosives in special nodels.

10. Design for Improved Safety Characteristics

A review of the methods available for improving the phyeics behaviour
of the core - for example, by increasing the Doppler Coefficient or -p.-j-oving
the eodium coefficient. It would aleo discuss tha uethocl of locating fuel
©iemonto to provent any undesired reactivity changes.

II.

Thif! would include r":toiion r a t e s between l iquid t-oriium coming i>i1o
nc-nti'Ot with concrete at r e l a t i ve ly low tempevturos in oxyf/-n freo atnoRnh»irt-:i
and also the efTec* of sMliura and sortium vaj:on;< on concrete r.or.tain'nprt ruililin.-
undqi- .tocident cor.iitionB wh«re sodium f i r e s and consequent high tempornturc-u
miglit oo expected.

^ « . Thooretlotl modelli;.g or [V.el Veh^viowr

To cover techniques of fuel element modRlli-r in both normal ind
accident conditions! topether with a discussion of oi>.ieotivi;r., po t en t i a l i t i oc
and limitations!.



1 3 . Fuel Performanco and Safety Analysis

The programmes for understanding and applying knowledge of fuel
behaviour under abnormal conditions, particularly accident conditions, require
an extension of the knowledge of fuel technologists and greater integration
with safety analysists . In view of the panersl trend of proiprasnes being
promulgated throu^iout the nuclear community, the participants of ths IAEA
meeting on "Fuel Failure Mechanisms", which was held on the recommendation
of the IVIGFR at Satte l le Seattle Rocenrsh Center in Seattle, Wa3iiin;rton, USA,
from Hay 12 to 16. 19T5» unaniiroicly recomrcandpd that an IAEA. Special ists
Meeting bo devoted more epocific&ily to fuel perfornaroe analyujo and
application to spfety analysis, and be convened approxin.ateJy two years hence
the meeting in Seatt le .

14. In-Service Inapoction and Monitoring of LMFBRs

The IAEA Specialists' meeting on this topic wae held on the
recommendation of the IWQFR in Bensberg, the Federal Republic of Germany,
from 9 to 12 March 197<>.

The SM was regarded by the participants as very timely and led to
a valuable exchange on the various aspects of in-service monitoring and
periodic examinations of LMFBR systems. There was a general view that this
topic was an essential aspect in the development of practical, commercial
LMFBRs and that there was an overall need for additional effort to be
devoted to this important topic in all its aspects.

In no country were the requirement!) for in-servioe inspection for
the preferred choice of techniques yet established. Proposals were being
discussed in several countries and further international discussion of these
wiuld be most helpful. The participants of the meeting, therefore, unanimously
recommended that the IAEA would organize a further specialist meeting on this
topic in about two years time.

Frlotlon, Hear, Frettlnr and Self Heldlnff in Liquid Metal Systems

Tribologioal behaviour in Bodium depends on:

a. Material properties
b. Sodium temperature
o. Sodium impurity concentration
d. MaBS transfer characteristics (oircuit details, flow rates, etc.)
e. Contact situations (loads, speeds, dwell times)

The meeting should disouss the available experimental techniques
for determining the tribological behaviour of fast reactor materials in sodium
and the oxisting experimental data. The behaviour of materials in argon cover
gas containing low levels of oxidising Impurities should also be. considered.
Attention should be given to tribologloal experience in operating ri.»s and
reactors containing sodium. The avoidance of potential problems by suitable
desipn and the selection of special materials to meet specific design situations
should also be discussed.

16. Fast reaotor absorber materials

Changes in the physical and mechanical properties of candidate fast
reactor absorber materials as a function of burn-up duo to neutron irradiation

are a well recognised phenomena. Cas release and interaction of absorber
materials with cladding tubes due to swelling of the absorbers and due to
general corrosion and grain boundary attack are also important in determining
the design and performance of absorber pins. The main purpose of the meeting
would be to assess the experience of absorber pin behaviour which has been
obtained since the last IWGFR meeting on this topic in 1973 and to consider the
impact of this experience on absorber pin design. Mechanisms covering the
absorber material properties and behaviour should be covered as well as the
actual absorber pin behaviour.

17. Fission and Corrosion Product Behaviour in Primary Circuits
of LMFBRs

The IAEA Specialists' Meeting on this topic was held on the
recommendation of the IHOFH in Dimitrovgrad, the USSR, from 8 to 11
September, 1975.

The subjoct of the meeting was the consideration of current investiga-
tions and the experience gained on fission and corrosion products behaviour in
an LMFBR primary system. There was a general view that this topic was an
essential aspect in the development of practical, commercial LMFBRs and that
there was an overall need to continue the studies which were carried out by
all the countries on the unsolved problems which had been identified and to
discuss the problem and draw the conclusions at a similar specialists' meeting
in four years time.

It seems to be useful if the looation and eohedule of the meeting are
compatible with the Second International Conference on "Liquid Metal Technology
in Energy Production".
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is. Oo3rational Problems with Control end Instrumentation of LKFFRa

Thiu topic wan suggested at the JKC-NPPCI-K? Eiiecialists' liaetine on
"The Core and Primary Circuit Instrumentation of LtfFBRs" held in Warrington,
Cheshire, England on ?7-29 January 1976. Ths scope of tho meeting i3 of Interest
both to tho IWCFR and the 1HCWPPCI and the joint sponsorship of both groups could
be proposed.

19. Coolant Impurity Measurement and Control

The topic was suggested at the IWC-HPPCI-FR Specialists' Meeting on the Core
and Primary Circuit Instrumentation of LMFBRs held in Harrington, Cheshire, England
on January 27-29, 1976.

The topic is relevant to both primary and secondary coolant circuits in LMFBRn(
in which measurement and control of the major non-metallic impurities oxygen, hydrogen
and carbon are of considerable importance. Oxygen and carbon are of particular
importance throughout the eodiura plant from the viewpoints of corrosion, tribology, fuel/
coolant interactions, carburlsation/decarburisation. Hydrogen is of particular relevsnoe
to the secondary circuits where continuous and substantial ingress occurs from tho water-
side of the Bteam generating plant, and control and measurement is particularly relevant
to water-to-sodium leak detection.



The specialist discussiona should be directed towards:-

1. impurity measurement techniques, viz oxygen, hydrogen and carbon isetero
and other techniques of analysis, euch as use of tab specimens, sodium
sampling systems etc.

ii. impurity control systems and techniques, viz largely cold trapping taking
on board ifc-situ regeneration, but also alternatives suoh as other designs
of crystal Users, hot trapping, diffusion, adsorption etc.

Attention should also bo given to considering the plant as a whole, ie the
implication of operational regimes of the primary oircuit on the secondaries and vice
versa: in this context, tritium distribution may arise.

20. Methods for Demonstrating Structural Integrity under Faulted Conditions.

The Specialists' Meeting on "High-Teraperature Structural Design Technology"
which was held at Champion, Pa, USA on April 27-30, 1976 allowed delegates from
oienbor IWCFR countries to present and discuss the state of the art of high-tempera-
ture structural design technology and provided a forum for the mutual exohango of
viewpoints in some of the key topic areas related to the structural de&ign philosophy
used for LMF3R components.

The participants of the meeting unanimously recommended that methods for
demonstrating structural integrity under faulted conditions should form a topic
for discussion at a future meeting.

2|, Hetal-Water/steam Interactions in Sodium Heated Steam Cenerators Durlnft Start-up
and Operation.

The aim of euch a meeting should be discussions on stability of the magnetite
layer on the oteam/water Bide of etsaai generators at start-up and load cycling; extrapola-
tion of corrosion rates to long term operation etc.

i»C. Calculation Bii Experimental Verification of Flow-and Tenoerature Fields for
V UIF3R-Suba;>s<::-i.jIi£a under 'lora'i. Ooe'vating Conditions ar:d Decay Heat Removal .

Status and ilt-cci-pitics wi^h "•arcast to Fuel Rod and Bunule i:achanica.

This specialist meeting should concentrate on:

- presentation of global and local calculation methods for UIFBR-SubaGseniblies
with different spacer arrangements.

- Comparisons between calculated and measured flov-anrf teaiperatura fields.

23. Steam generator Safety

Such a nesting has taken plaoa already at Bensberg, FRO in 1976. i
continuation of diaouaaion and presentation of experience on this aubjaot
appears interesting in 1978/79.

Carbon in Sodium

The topic is relevant to both primary and secondary IMFBR circuits
from the viewpoint of the effects of adventitious additions of carbon to
the sodium on the metallurgical behaviour of the circuit materials. Carbon
transfer between dissemilar materials or between similar materials in different
environments, ie carburiaation/decarburisation, is also relevant.

The specific discussions should be directed towards:-

i. establishing, if possible, the limiting criteria related to
specification of acceptable carbon levels (concentrations, chemical
activities?) in LKFBR circuits.

ii. the chemistry of carbon in BOdium ranging over nature, solubility,
chemical activity, analytical measurement, influence of other
impurities, reaction of carbonaceous materials with BOdium, and so on.

iii. techniques for removal of carbon from sodium.
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24. Tritium: Production. Distribution and Release in LMFBRB

The topic is relevant to LMFBRs in that definition of the operational
regimes of the primary and secondary circuits dictates to a large degree the
distribution and location of tritium throughout the system and the extent of
release to the atmosphere.

26. Temperature Noise Analysis

Temperature noieeaialysiB is a potential means of detecting lecal
blockages and related faults in fast reactor sub-assemblies. It has an Important
early warning capability being able in principle to indicate the early stages or
the sub-assembly incident and thus permitting shutdown systems to operate before
boiling and significant damage or escalation occurs.

The meeting should consider the following aspects:-

i. Experimental data from rig including the sensitivity of the technique
and the influence of sub-assembly geometric factors.

ii. Data from operating reactors notably on background noise level, band-
widths and variability.

iii. Theoretical development on the generation of temperature noise in
the turbulent fields of the sub-assembly coolant stream and the effect
of thermal conductivity on dissipation processes and the optimisation
of sub-assembly design to enhance signal characteristics, eg turbulence
promoters.

iv. Instrumentation response time.

v« Data analysis technique to increase sensitivity and/or level of
information on fault characteristics.

27. UiFBR (PUO9-UO7) Fuel Hind lint, Fabricating; Prooesres and Pn.cilities

Large quantities of plutonium aro being produced, processed and accuniulnted.
ThiB material will have to be recycled for use in L'.iHs and FESf. How thir r.iteriU
is handled and processed significantly affects fuel cycle coFtc, Fafcgujrdn,
personnel exposure, and proliferation, 7;iie meeting would primarily ai:ire:-s
fabrication and processing technology and facilities for producing -jixsi oxide fuels
and would cover economics, personnel exposure, production problems and solutions,
specifications and high Pu-240 material.



28. Design and Tenting of 1/.TFBR Core anrl Blanket Subatsemblieg

The meeting would encompaRS experience and design practices associated with
pin support experience and design practices associate! with pin support (grid and
wire wrap), vibration and wear, bundle duct interactions, constraints, mechanical
design of duct, thermal hydraulic coinirteratione, etc. Alro, questions related
to testing large LMFB3 subanserohly in test or power reactors should be addressed.

Location - U.S. offers to host at GB or HEDL.

?9. Core and Fuel Performance Instrumentation Optimisation

Tliis topic would cover the interdependence between Eubnseembly instru.nent.ition
and fuel rating, and coEt/benefit analyses as related to improved temperature and
coolant flow measurement.

Location - U.S. offers to host, possibly at Westinghouee.

30. On-Line Calibration and Time Response Measurement Techniques for Process
Im.trumontB

Topics would cover crocs-correlation of instrument noise signals, analysis of
instrument and ceneor background nois9, forced perturbation of coolant parameters-,
forced system power level perturbation, etc.

31. Irradiation Damage Units

U.S. offers to hoet at Richland, Washington.

32. Fuel(Coro) Characterization

U.S. offers to host either at HEDL or LASL.

33« Boiling Tloise Detection

Local boiling can greatly jeopardize the operation of fast reactors. The
detection of this phenomenon is an important problem in relation to which out-of-pile
and in-pile experiments have started.

34. flesion Panes In Whole Core AccidentB

Specialists' Meeting on Rola of Fission Products in Whole Core Aooidente whioh
was held at AERE Harwell, UK on 28th June -1st July 1977 reoonmended that a further
meeting on the subject of fission gases in whole core aooidents be held In two
years time.

36. The Measurement and Predloiton of Telocity Distributions, Pressure Fields
and Forces for Typical LMFBR Components and Flow Fields.

35. A Prediction of Fatigue Life, Wear and Fretting for Flow Induoed Vibrations of
LMFBR Coaponents.

The participants of the IAEA Specialists' Meeting on LMFBR Flow Induoed Vibrations,
whioh was held at the Argonne Rational Laboratory, Argonns, Illinois, USA on
September 20-23, 1977i agreed that subsequent meetings on flow-induced vibrations
would be useful for the purpose of providing a forum for deeper dieoussion of many
of the topics identified in the first meeting and cited under items 35-40, inclusive.
35 (contd). Either separate meetings should be held on each topio, or in the
oase of a single meeting the papers and delegates should be divided into smaller
separate groups to maximize detailed considerations. This would allow for exchange
of specific finished techniques, methodB, and analytical programmes employed In
investigations, as well as the results. Furthermore, a listing of symbols employed
and use of the metrio system in all papers presented should be required in order to
better faoilitate coanunioatlon.

The topio was recommended by the IAEA Specialists' Meeting on LMFBR Flow
Induoed Vibrations. More detailed justification oan be found under item 35.

37. Prediction of Flow-Induced Structural Response.

The topic was reoommended by the IAEA Specialists' Meeting on LMFBR Flow
Induced Vibrations. More detailed justification can be found under Item 35.

38. Flow-Induced Vibration Scale Model Testing

The topio waB reoommended by the IAEA Specialists' Meeting on LMFBR Flow
Induced Vibrations. More detailed justification can be found under item 35.

39. Pre-and-Post-Qperational Vibration Monitoring of Flow-Induced Vibration.

The topio was reoommended by the IAEA Specialists' Meeting on LMFBR Flow
Induced Vibrations. More detailed information can be found under Item 35*

40. Sodium Removal and Decontamination

The participants of the IAEA Specialists' Meeting, which was held at HEDL,
Riohland, Washington, USA on 14-16 February 1978, agreed that a useful exchange of
information took plaoe at the meeting and another meeting should be held in
approximately four years time to discuss new information.

4*C Bellows for Sodium System
/

Bellows are extensively used in sodium systems of FBR:

- sealing parts for the movable apparatuses such as fuel handling machine,
control rod drive meohanism and bellows seal valve.

- thermal expansion joints of large piping systems.

Topics of interest are as follows:

- design criteria
- material and manufacturing prooess
- type of bellows (convoluted or corrugated)
- quality assurance
- protection means against possible failure.

42. Mechanical Properties of Solidified Sodium

Data of mechanical properties of solidified sodium are required in determining
the operating torques of freeze seal valves and rotating plugs with condensed and
solidified sodium in annular gaps.

Topios of interest are as follows:

1. tensile strength, as funotion of temperature, porosity, etc.

2. shear strength, as a function of temperature, porosity, etc.

3. adhering foroe to metallic wall



Appendix XIV
LIST OF TOPICS FOR REVIEW ARTICLES ON LMFBRs

RECOMMENDED FOR PUBLICATION BY THE IAEA
WHICH ARE UNDER PREPARATION

Appendix XVI
LIST OF MEETINGS SPONSORED BY THE IWGFR
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1. Itec'ianirc-is of reio;i;o cf r-'-.ioictive products into lir.uid metal r-oolurifi,
their t r w o o r i \1ithi,i tne circuit.*! am! removal fron L'S'IIHB
by H. Peuerste-in, ot . nl .

2. Tritium Release in a Typical L!:?Ba, by J. I'cGuire, ot . a l .

3 . Problerao of Fast Reactor Physiea Related to Breeding
by Ju. Kar.mt.ky, t t . a l .

4. Dyr.araio Simulation of LiOTR Syct.enie and Mathematical Modele of
their Components, 'i.v A. X. Apadali

5. Sodiura Hanoval and Oecontaoination of U3"5a Components for Maintenance
by R. P. Colcurn, ot . a l .

6 . Sodium-Mater Reaction in LKFBR Steaia Generators, by 1'.. Hori.

7. Fuel-Cladding Cheaioal Interactions, by H. 0. Adomoon, e t . a l .

8 . Fuel Failure Detection and Location in Sodiua Cooled Fact Breeder Reactors,
by H. W. Ooheen, e t . a l .

Appendix XV
LIST OF TOPICS FOR REVIEW ARTICLES ON LMFBRs

FOR WHICH IDENTIFICATION OF POTENTIAL AUTHORS IS REQUESTED

1. Fuel Cora Cii*u"icterization.

2. Sodium to Gar, Leak Detection in Primary itid Soaoniary Sodium

3 . Prooecs Measurement in LISPSR Plants - State of the Art.

4. Core Design and Analysis of Large LMF3R HeterogenecueReactors

5. The Role of LITBRs in the World's Energy Production.

6 . Materials for LHFBR Staaa Generators.

1. Consultants' Meeting on Fast Reaetor Problems (March 1967, Vienna)

2. The First Meeting of the IHGFR (March 1968, Vienna)

3. SM on Sodium-Water Reactions (November 1968, ANL, USA)

4. The Seoond Annual Meeting of the IHGFR (March 1969, Vienna)

5« International Conference on Fast Reactor Irradiation Testing
(April 1969, Dounreay, UK)

6. International Conference on Physios of Fast Reactor Operation and Design
(June 1969, London, UK)

7. SH on Plutonium Alpha (June-July I969, Winfrith, UK)

8. SM on Core Instrumentation for Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactors (October 1969,
Karlsruhe, Fed. Rep. of Germany)

9. The Third Annual Meeting of the IWGFR (March 1970, Cadarache, France)

10. SM on Sodium Vapour Control (March 1970, Cadarache, France)

11. IAEA Symposium on Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactor Engineering (March 1970, Monaco)

12. SM on Failure Cladding Detection (October 1970, Cadaraohe, France)

13. SM on Fast Reactor Spectrum Measurements and Their Interpretation
(November 1970, ANL, USA)

14. SM on Operational Safety of Sodiura Circuits (March 1971, Risley, UK)

13. The 4th Annual Meeting of the IWGFR (May 1971, Vienna)

16. SM on Sodium-Water Reactions (May 1971, Melekess, USSR)

17. 4th aeneva Conferenoe on Peaoeful Uses of Atomic Bnergy (September 1971,
Geneva, Switzerland)

18. SM on Fission and Corrosion Products Behaviour in Primary Systems of LMFBRs
(September 1971, Bensberg, Fed. Rep. of Germany)

19. The 5th Annual Meeting of the IWGFR (19-21 April 1972, Vienna)

20. SM on Handling and Transportation of LMFBR Spent Fuel Elements (April 1972,
Rome, Italy)

21. SM on Sodium Fires (Sodium Combustion and its Extinguishment - Techniques
and Technology), (May 1972, Richland, USA)

22. Conferenoe on Engineering of Fast Reaotors for Safe and Reliable Operation
(9 - 13 October 1972, Karlsruhe, Fed. Rep. of Germany)

23. SM on Sodium Impurity Measurements and Control (14 - 17 November 1972,
Cadarache, Franoe)

24. SM on Decontamination of Plant Components from Sodium and Radioaotivity
(9 - 12 April 1973, Dounreay, UK)

25. The 6th Annual Meeting of the IWGFR (9 - 11 May 1973, Vienna)

26. SM on Development and Application of Absorber Materials for Fast Reaotors
( 4 - 8 June 1973, Dimitrovgrad, USSR)



?7. TABA Symposium on Fuel nnd Fuel Elements for Past Reactors
(? - 6 July 1973, Brussels, Belgium)

?fl. Symposium on Physios of Past Reactors (16 - ?3 October 1973, Tokyo, Japan)

29. IABA Panel on Hot-Channel Facto- Calculations (?' - 24 November 1973, Karlsruhe
Fed. Rep. of Cermany)

(0. Conference on Fast Reactor Power Stations (11 - 14 March 1974, London, UK)

U . Tho Seventh Annual Meeting of the IWGFR (18 - 20 March 1974, Winfrith, UK)

3?. SM on Handling of the Design for and Mitigation of Thermal Transients
in IMFBR Plants (17 - 21 June 1974, Canoga Park, USA)

33« SM on Operating Experience and Design Criteria of Sodium Valves
(23 - 27 Septe-nber 1974, Richlan.1, USA)

34. IABA Study Croup on Steam Generators for LMFBRs (14 - 17 October 1974,
Bcnsber*;, Fed. R<?D. of Germany)

^5. The Kitfith Annual Meeting of the IWOFR (15 - 18 April 1975, Vienna)

16. SM on tho Reliability of Decay Heat Removal Systems for Fast Reactors
(28 ADril - I May 1975, Harwell, UK)

37. SM on Fuel Failure Meohanismn (1? - 16 May 1975, Seattle, Washington, USA)

38. SM on Fission an'l Corrosion Product Behaviour in Primary Circuits of !,MFBRs
(8 - 11 S^ptcnber 1975, Dimitrovgrad, USSfi)

39. IAEA IWG-NPPCI-FR SM on Core A Primary Circuit Instrumentation of UIFBRs
(?7 - ?9 January 1976, Rinley, UK)

40. SM on In-Service Inspection inrt Monitoring of LMFBRs
(9 - I? March 1976, Benuberg, F»d. Republic of Germany)

41. Thn Hinth Annual Meeting of the IHCFR (30 March - 2 April 1976, Vienna)

42. SM on Cavitation in Sodium and Studies of Analogy with Mater as Compared
to Sodium (Cadaraohe, France, April 12-16, 1976)

43. SM on High Temperature Structural Design Teohnology (Champion, Pa, USA,
April 27-30, 1976)

44. SM on Aerosol Formation, Vapour Deposits and Sodium Vapour Trapping
(Cadaraohe, France, December 13-17, 1976)

45. SM on Fuel and Cladding Interaction (Tokyo, Japan, February 21-25, 1977)

46. The Tenth Annual Meeting of the IWGFH (Vienna, Austria, 29 Maroh-1 April,1977).

47- 3M on the Role of Fission Products in Whole Core Accidents(Harwell,
;unn ?7-July 1, 1977

41?. on T.MFBK Flow Induced Vibrations (Arfionne, Illinois, USA, 20-23 Sept. 1977)

<19« EM on Properties of Primary Circuit Structural Materials Including
Knvironment.il Effects (Bergisch Cladbach, Fed. Rep. of Germany, October 17-21,
1977

50. SH on Sodium Removal and Decontamination (Riehland, Washington, USA,
14-16 February 1978)

51. Symposium on Design, Construction and Operating Experience of Demonstra-
tion LMFBRs (Bologna, Italy, 10-14 April 197")

5?. The Eleventh Annual Meeting of the IWGPR (Bologna, Italy, 17-20 April 1970)

Appendix XVII
LIST OF MEETINGS RECOMMENDED BY THE IWGFR

TO BE HELD IN THE PERIOD AFTER THE 1 lth ANNUAL GROUP MEETING
(from May 1978 through 1981)
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1978

1979

Jan. Feb.

4

Mar.

5

Apr. May

6

June

1,2

Jul. Aug. Sept.

7

Oct.

8

Nov.

3

9

Dec

1. SH on Leak Detection and Location in LMFBR Steam Generators (Dimitrovgrad,
USSR, June 6-9, 1978)

2. SM on Equation of State of Materials of Relevance to the Analysis of
Hypothetical Fast Breeder Reactor Accidents (Harwell, UK, June 19-23,1978)

3. SM on Sodium Fires and Prevention (Cadarache, France, November 20-24, 1978)

4. SM on Thermodynamics of LMFBR Fuel Sub-Assemblies under Normal and Decay Heat
Removal Conditions, (Karlsruhe, FRG, February 1979)

5. TCM - the 12th Annual Meeting of the IWGFR (Vienna, Austria, March 27-30, 1979)

6. SM on Theoretical Modelling of LMFBR Fuel Behaviour (Paris, France, May 1979)

7. Symposium on Fast Reactor Physios (Aix-en-Provence, France, September 24-28,1979)

8. SM on Carbon in Sodium (Harwell, UK, October 1979)

9. SM on Bellows for Sodium Systems (Japan, November 1979)

10. International Conference on Breeder Reactors as a World Energy Resource
and the Breeder Fuel Cycle (UK, 1981)



Appendix XVIII
INTERNATIONAL WORKING GROUP ON FAST REACTORS

LIST OF MEMBERS

Mr. L. Vautrey
ConimiRsriat a l 'Energie Atomique
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